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Water woes: Judicial commission seeks reports from federal, provincial govts
The judicial commission that is investigating non-provision of clean drinking water, deteriorating sanitation
conditions and environmental pollution in Sindh sought on Monday detailed reports
from the federal and provincial governments regarding efforts made by them to
improve the situation in the province.
The commission, headed by Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High
Court, also directed the additional attorney-general and advocate-general to propose
the name of an expert on the subjects for appointment as amicus curiae for assistance of the
commission.
The additional attorney-general, Salman Talibuddin, and advocate-general Zamir Ghumro requested for
three weeks‘ time to enable them to seek reports from the authorities concerned. However, Justice
Kalhoro allowed them one-week time, observing that the commission has to wrap up its investigations
within six weeks.
The commission provided a questionnaire, containing 26 queries to the law officers to prepare the reports
on.
Clean drinking water
It has asked both the governments about the modes, means and sources to provide/supply clean drinking
water to the people of Sindh. It has asked if River Indus is not a source of drinking water to the province,
if its water has become poisonous and unfit for human consumption and if any lab tests have been
carried out before supplying the same to the people.
The commission further asked the governments if any testing of the water from sources other than River
Indus is conducted before its supply to ensure its drinkability. The reports will also inform if the subsoil/underground water is clean and fit for human consumption along with results of water samples tests
conducted by renowned laboratories.
The authorities will also answer what is the statutory and supervisory role of the Sindh government over
bodies like the Water and Sanitation Authority (WASA) and North Sindh Urban Services Corporation
(NSUSC), which are primarily responsible, among others, for providing clean drinking water and
maintaining better sanitation conditions in their respective areas of operation.
The commission asked how much amount is being spent by the provincial government annually on the
supply of drinking water and improvement of sanitation conditions.
Sewage disposal
The inquiry body also wants to know as to how and where the sewage/effluent/waste is being disposed of
in the major cities of province and about the functioning of the waste management programme in each
district and its implementation.
It has also asked if such disposal is being dumped into irrigation channels, which are also a source of
drinking water, adding if such disposal/effluent is being treated.
The authorities will have to inform the court about the planning, projects or schemes started to treat
disposal at the dumping stations and, if not, its adverse effect on human lives as well as environmental
sustainability.
Environmental protection
The commission questioned what role the provincial environmental protection agency had played as
provided in the Sindh Environmental Protection Act, 2014, adding whether the agency had conducted any
study to determine the adverse impact of non-provision of clean drinking water to the people and
consequences of the poor sanitation conditions on the ecology.

The agency‘s head will explain the causes if such exercise was not carried out.
The inquiry commission has also questioned the statutory responsibility of the provincial government in
whole scheme and what policies, initiatives, schemes and projects were undertaken by the relevant
departments to supervise and ensure unhindered provision of drinking water and prevalence of better
sanitation conditions in province.
The chief secretary has been asked if the relevant departments had not performed their duties and if no
tangible results were achieved in this regard, who could be held responsible and what consequences are
provided in the law that shall follow such failure.
The commission also wants to know if there is any mechanism of accountability in the Sindh government
to press against officials found delinquent in performance of their duties to make sure facilities of clean
drinking water and improved sanitation.
A two-judge bench of the Supreme Court, headed by Justice Amir Hani Muslim, had ordered constitution
of a judicial commission to probe into the allegations regarding non-supply of clean drinking water, poor
sanitation conditions and deteriorating environment in the province.
(The Express Tribune 14, 03/01/2017)

Fit for consumption?: Judicial commission orders water testing
The judicial commission set up to probe the allegations regarding non-provision of potable water and the
worsening conditions of sanitation in the province ordered on Tuesday laboratory testing to determine if
the water being supplied to the people in different districts is fit for human consumption.
Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court, who is heading the commission set up in
compliance of the order passed by the Supreme Court, also issued notices to three experts to render their
assistance during the ongoing inquiry.
Earlier, the commission had sought names of the experts in addition to submitting reports on measures
taken so far for the provision of clean drinking water, improvement of the deteriorating conditions and
environmental protection in the province.
The commission had invited the general public and public organisations working on the subject to assist
in the proceedings by submitting their statements supported by affidavits.
At the outset of Tuesday‘s proceedings, the additional attorney-general, Salman Talibuddin, proposed the
name of Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) water quality laboratory‘s senior
research officer, Dr Ghulam Murtaza Arain.
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The additional advocate-general, Muhammad Sarwar Khan, proposed the names of the retired secretary
of the irrigation department, Idress Rajput, Thatta‘s Chilya Laboratory incharge, Dr Ahsan Siddiqui, Bashir
Ahmed Dahar and Dr Samiuzzaman.
Meanwhile, the petitioner, Shahab Usto, floated the name of NED University architecture department
head Dr Noman Ahmed, to seek his expertise on the subject.
With the consent of all, the commission finalised the names of Rajput, Dr Noman and Dr Arain and
directed the office to issue summons to these experts for their appearance on January 9.

In order to record precise findings on the subject, the commission decided to call for test reports of
surface and sub-soil water samples to determine the quality of water being supplied to people across the
province.
Talibuddin proposed that water samples may be tested by PCRWR.
―Let directions be issued to PCRWR chairperson for getting microbiological and chemical tests of water
samples where its laboratories are situated in Sindh – Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Badin, Tando Jam, et
cetera,‖ the commission ordered, adding that the reports were to be submitted within 10 days of the
receipt of the order.
Justice Kalhoro also directed the district and sessions‘ judges and deputy commissioners of these
districts to provide all logistical support to the staff of PCRWR. The water samples shall be taken and
sealed in the presence of the sessions‘ judges and deputy commissioners, he directed.
The proceedings were adjourned till January 9.
Formation of commission
A two-judge bench of the apex court, headed by Justice Amir Hani Muslim, had ordered the constitution
of a commission to probe into the allegations regarding the non-supply of potable water, deteriorating
sanitary conditions and better environment to the residents of Sindh.
The inquiry commission was also tasked to investigate whether the Sindh Environmental Protection
Agency had played its role mandated under the law.
The order was passed on a petition filed by a resident of Shikarpur district, Usto, who alleged that the
Sindh government with a loan of 500 million dollars from the Asian Development Bank had established
North Sindh Urban Services Corporation in 2009-2010, which had failed to deliver.
(The Express Tribune 15, 04/01/2017)

Judicial commission orders quality test of potable water
A judicial commission looking into the issues of potable water and sanitation conditions in Sindh on
Tuesday asked the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) for microbiological and
chemical testing of water being supplied to the province`s population.
The commission, headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro of Sindh High Court, observed that in
order to record precise ñndings, it had decided to call for test reports in respect of water samples (surface
or subsoil water) to determine the quality of water being provided to the people.The commission directed
the council to test water of the areas, including Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Badin, Tandojam, etc, where
its laboratories existed and submit its reports within the next 10 days.
The inquiry commission also issued directions that water samples be collected in the presence of the
district and sessions judge and deputy commissioner (DC) concerned.Itaskedthe ofEcialstoprovide all
logistical support to the council`s staff in this regard.
On Jan 2, besides directing the authorities concerned to submit detailed reports regarding efforts to
improve the situation within a week, the commission had also sought names of the experts toassist the
commission.
Earlier, it had also invited the organisations working on the subject as well as members of the general
public to assist the commission in the proceedings by submitting their statements supported by affidavits.
At the outset of the Tuesday proceedings, Additional Attorney General Salman Talibuddin proposed the
name of Dr Ghulam Murtaza Arain, a senior research officer of the PCRWR, while Additional AdvocateGeneral Mohammad Sarwar Khan recommended the names of Idrees Rajput, the former irrigation

secretary, Dr Ahsan Siddiqui, the man in charge of the Chilya Laboratory in Thatta, Bashir Ahmed Dahar
and Dr Samiuzzaman.On his part, petitioner Shahab Usto proposed the name of Dr Noman Ahmed, who
heads the NED University`s architecture department, for his expertise on the subject.
With the consent of all, the commission appointed Idrees Rajput, Dr Noman Ahmed and Dr Ghulam
Murtaza as amicus curiae to assist it. The hearing was adjourned till Jan 9.
The commission was constituted on a directive of the Supreme Court`s two-judge bench headed by
Justice Amir Hani Muslim to look into the petitioner`s claim about failure of the authorities concerned in
providing clean drinl(ing water, proper sanitation facilities and a healthy environment to the people of
Sindh.
(Dawn 19, 04/01/2017)

Civic, landowning bodies to file reports on water, sanitation by January 9
The judicial commission probing non-provision of clean drinking water and sanitation facilities to the
people of Sindh issued notices on Thursday to 16 civic and landowning agencies of Karachi and
Hyderabad, calling in reports on measures taken to improve water and sanitation conditions in their
respective jurisdictions.
The commission, which is headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro, directed the heads of the civic
bodies to file by January 9 concise statements containing necessary details regarding provision of potable
water to residents in their respective areas.
They have also been told to include details pertaining to the adverse environmental impact of the
deteriorating sanitation conditions.
The notices were issued to the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation commissioner, the Defence Housing
Authority administrator, Karachi Water and Sewerage Board chairman, Karachi Development Authority
chairman, and the chief executive officers of the Clifton, Karachi, Faisal, Malir and Korangi cantonment
boards.
Other respondents include the Karachi Port Trust chairman, director general of the Civil Aviation
Authority, managing director of the SITE Association, Pakistan Railways, Water and Sanitation Agency
Hyderabad, and the Hyderabad Development Authority.
The registrar of the commission, Ghulam Mustafa Channa, told The News that the heads of these bodies
have been directed to inform the commission about the measures taken so far to improve water and
sanitation conditions, and whether these have borne any positive results.
The reports, he said, will be submitted by January 9 and the commission would conduct its proceedings
on a daily basis, with the aim of completing the inquiry within six weeks.
At Tuesday‘s hearing, the commission gave a 10-day deadline to the chairman of the Pakistan Council of
Research in Water Resources to conduct microbiological and chemical tests of water samples – including
surface and sub-soil water – from different areas of the province.
(The News 13, 06/01/2017)

Judicial commission: 16 civic bodies to submit details on potable water supply
A judicial commission set up to probe the allegations of undrinkable water and poor sanitation has now
included in its investigations 16 civic agencies of Karachi and Hyderabad.
On Thursday, Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court, who is heading the commission,
directed the heads of these bodies to file their concise statements containing necessary details regarding

provision of potable water to the residents in their respective areas besides deteriorating conditions of
sanitation and its adverse effect on the environment by January 9.
The commission‘s registrar, Ghulam Mustafa Channa, told The Express Tribune that the heads of these
bodies are directed to inform what measures have been taken so far and whether or not any results were
achieved. The commission is conducting its proceedings every day to wrap up the inquiry within six
weeks.
The civic agencies are in the investigations include the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation, the Defence
Housing Authority, Karachi Water and Sewerage Board, Karachi Development Authority, and the
cantonment boards of Clifton, Karachi, Faisal, Malir and Korangi. Moreover, the Karachi Port Trust, the
Civil Aviation Authority, the SITE Association, Pakistan Railways, Water and Sanitation Agency
Hyderabad and Hyderabad Development Authority have also been asked to submit reports.
On Tuesday, the commission had ordered laboratory testing of the samples of water being supplied to the
residents in different cities and districts of Sindh to determine its fitness for human consumption.
Meanwhile, the inquiry body had also issued notices to three experts proposed by the federal and
provincial governments as well as petitioner Shahab Usto to assist during the inquiry.
Last month, the SC ordered the formation of this commission headed by a sitting SHC judge to inquire
into the allegations that the government had failed to provide potable drinking water and has been unable
to improve sanitation conditions in the province.
The commission had invited the general public and public organisations to assist in the proceedings by
submitting their statements supported by affidavits.
(The Express Tribune 15, 06/01/2017)

Unicef to assist Sindh govt on seven water supply schemes
The Sindh government and the Unicef (United Nations Children‘s Fund) on Friday signed an agreement
under which the latter would assist the government in restoring seven water supply schemes in three
districts of the province.
The agreement was signed between the Sindh government‘s Public Health Engineering and Rural
Development Department and the Unicef.
The water supply schemes were situated in districts Ghotki, Khairpur and Naushahro Feroze on a total
cost of Rs168 million.
Sindh Minister for Public Health Engineering and Rural Development Fayaz Ali Butt said the agreement
was a major step for supplying clean drinking water to Sindh‘s residents.
Similar projects to improve and restore water supply schemes would be launched in other districts of the
province as well, he claimed.
He said work on the projects covered under the agreement would soon be launched.
The chief field officer of the Unicef who signed the agreement on behalf of the UN‘s subsidiary
organisation said the Unicef would also provide assistance to other similar developmental projects of the
province. Sindh Secretary for (PHE&RD) Tameezuddin Khero signed the agreement on behalf of the
provincial govt.
Machinery from China
Sindh LG Minister Jam Khan Shoro called on the Sindh CM and briefed him about the arrival of garbage
lifting machinery in Karachi from China.

The CM directed the relevant authorities to launch the project related to mechanical sweep and garbage
disposal in districts South and East within the next three weeks. The project of mechanical sweeping in
the two districts of the city would be launched by a Chinese company under the Sindh Solid Waste
Management Board.
The local government minister informed the CM that the first batch of equipment and machinery for the
project had reached at the Karachi Port, which comprises 200 small vehicles, 77 vehicles for refuse
collection and disposal, a large number of plastic and steel dustbins both for municipal and household
usage. The fleet also includes vehicles which would be used for cleaning and sweeping of roads and
washing of trees.
The CM directed the minister to get the machinery and vehicles cleared from the port and brought them in
the city for their usage.
In a separate statement, Shoro said the entire batch of equipment and machinery would reach at the
Karachi Port by January 10, 2017. He said the contracting Chinese company would not layoff any
workers of the municipal agencies concerned of District East and South in the city. He said the Chinese
company would offer special service and salary packages to the municipal workers.
(The News 19, 07/01/2017)

Judicial body seeks water sample reports within 10 days
The judicial commission probing into the non-provision of clean drinking water, sanitation facilities and a
healthy environment to the people of Sindh directed the chairman of the Pakistan Council of Research in
Water Resources on Monday to conduct microbiological and chemical tests of water
samples including surface and subsoil water in different areas of the province and
submit a report within 10 days.
Officials on behalf of the chief secretary, the Clifton Cantonment Board, the
Pakistan Railways, the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board, the SITE managing director, the Water and
Sanitation Authority director general, the Hyderabad Municipal Corporation, the Karachi Port Trust, and
the Sindh Environmental Protection Authority filed their concise statements before the commission.
The copies of the statements were also provided to the additional attorney general and additional
advocate-general to go through them and file their replies.
The judicial commission headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro appointed Suleman Chandio, a
retired special secretary of the local government department, to assist the court on the issues relating to
the supply of water, the poor sanitation conditions and its impact on the environment in the province.
Earlier, Dr Idrees Rajput, who was appointed as amicus curiae - an impartial adviser to a court - informed
the court that he was not an expert in the issues being dealt with by the commission.
He proposed the name of Chandio for his appointment as the amicus curiae Therefore, the commission
dispensed with the services of Dr Rajput.
Senior research officer, Dr Ghulam Murtaza, who is also assisting the court as amicus curiae, said in
compliance with the commission‘s January 3 orders, the Pakistan Council of Research and Water
Resources had collected water samples from five cities, including Hyderabad, Tando Muhammad Khan,
Badin, Sukkur and Karachi.
He added that the water samples from the remaining districts will be collected by January 11.
He requested the commission to allow him at least 10 day time to test the samples and submit a report.

The commission allowed Dr Murtaza 10 days‘ time and directed him to submit a report on the water
samples by January 23.
The commission reissued notices to the Korangi Creek Cantonment Board‘s chief executive officer and
director general of the Civil Aviation Authority to appear on January 12 along with their reports.
It also issued notices to the presidents of the SITE Association of Korangi, Landhi, North Karachi and
Federal B Area telling them to appear on the same date. The commission then adjourned the
proceedings till January 10.
(The News 13, 10/01/2017)

Report on safe drinking water sought by 23rd
The judicial commission, which was constituted to inquire into the government‘s failure to provide safe
drinking water and sanitation facilities to the people of Sindh, on Monday asked the Pakistan Council of
Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) to submit its report by Jan 23.
The judicial commission, headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court, was
informed by Dr Ghulam Murtaza, a senior research officer, appointed as amicus curiae, that water
samples were collected from five different cities, including Karachi, Sukkur, Badin, Tando Mohammad
Khan and Hyderabad.
However, he said, samples from other districts would be collected by Jan 11. The commission also
appointed Suleman Chandio, former special secretary local government department, as amicus curiae to
assist it in its inquiry into water woes and poor sanitary conditions.
The Sindh chief secretary, Cantonment Board Clifton‘s chief executive officer, Pakistan Railways
divisional engineer, Karachi Water and Sewerage Board, the managing directors of SITE and WASA, and
others filed their statements.
(Dawn 17, 10/01/2017)

City supplied 200MGD unfiltered, unchlorinated water
The city receives 200 million gallons of unfiltered water daily. The Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
(KWSB) has no functional system either to properly chlorinate drinking water orcheck the presence of
major contaminants in it.
Only a handful of the 180 industrial units in the Port Qasim Authority (PQA) jurisdiction have their own ef
fluent treatment plants and most of the waste is discharged into the sea without treatment.
These facts came to light on Tuesday when a judicial commissioncomprisingJusticeMohammad Iqbal
Kalhoro visited some important installations of the KWSB and a sewage treatment plant being run in the
Port Qasim area.
He was accompanied by KWSB and Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (Sepa) officials, members of
civil society organisa-tions, petitioners as well as some journalists. The commission is being assisted by
former managing director of the KWSB Mohammad Suleman Chandio and an official of the Pakistan
Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR).
The commission had recently been formed by the Supreme Court to conduct an inquiry into the state`s
failure in providing clean drinking water, sanitation facilities and a healthy environment to the people of
Sindh and present a report to the SC within six weeks.
The commission`s terms of reference include examining the statutory role played by Sepa on the issues
mandated to it under theSindh Environment Protection Act, 2014.

Unfiltered water One of the most alarming revelations of the fact-finding visit was the disclosure by KWSB
officials at the Pipri pumping-cum-filter plant that the utility had the capacity to filter only 60 per cent of the
water.
The rest was supplied to the city unfiltered.
`Of the total 550MGD supplies from the Indus source to the city, 200MGD is supplied unfiltered owing to
lack of capacity,` said Asadullah Khan, the deputy managing director for technical services at the KWSB,
while briefing Justice Kalhoro, adding that a project was in the pipeline to upgrade the system and
increase the filtration capacity.
According to KWSB officials, the shortcoming has much to do with serious financial constraints which
forced the board to focus on expanding the water supply system rather than improving the existing
infrastructure.
Besides, they argued, the `chlorination` carried out at the plant killed the germs that the unfiltered water
might be carrying. `Though we lack complete filtration capacity, we do chlorinate the entire water and that
improves its quality. Filtration is only meant to remove suspended particles from the water,` a KWSB
official said.
Much to the visitors` shock, the Pipri filter plant laboratory, supposed to regularly monitor water quality,
lacked record of past testing analyses, suggesting to the team that water quality was not monitoredat
allon a daily basis.
In addition, the laboratory did not have thefacility to test the presence of heavy metals in the water being
supplied from the Indus source (Keenjhar Lake) that received untreated industrial and domestic waste
from the surrounding areas.
At the Pipri filter plant reservoir, the last collection point from where the water is supplied to parts of the
city, including Landhi, Malir, Korangi, Akhtar Colony, the Defence Housing Authority and Shah Faisal
Colony, the chlorination system was found to be in a state of disuse whereas the reservoir, the officials
admitted, had never been cleaned.
`It`s all because of a funds` shortage. Besides, reservoir cleaning requires suspension of water supply for
at least three to four months which we can`t afford,` an official told the team, which earlier visited the
Dhabeji pumping station and was briefed by KWSB staff that the city faced a 50pc water shortfall.
The PCRWR expert assisting the judicial commissioncollected water samples from various sites during
the visit. `We have already collected 200 samples from Karachi, Hyderabad, Badin, Sukkur, Tando
Mohammad Khan and Shikarpur and will submit their report to the commission within 15 days,` said Dr
Ghulam Murtaza of the PCRWR.
The findings would be part of the report that the commission would submit to the Supreme Court in
coming weel(s.
In the end, the team visited a small sewage treatment plant being run by the Port Qasim Authority. It
appeared that the plant was made operational only for the occasion as it was evident from its condition, a
concern also shared by Advocate Shahab Usto, one of the lawyers on whose petition the SC had formed
the commission.
The team expressed concern over the fact that only a few industrial units were treating their respective
sewage. The PQA official briefing the team was directed by Justice Kalhoro to submit a detailed report on
waste discharge within six days.
(By Faiza Ilyas Dawn 17, 11/01/2017 )

Judicial team finds KWSB chlorination unit leaking
Serious gaps were found in the operation of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB), this time at
its three other filter plants during inspection by a judicial commission on Wednesday, raising questions
over the quality of water being supplied to the city.
The commission tasked by the Supreme Court to hold an inquiry into the state‘s failure in providing clean
drinking water and sanitation visited the KWSB installations in the Gulshan-i-Iqbal, north-east Karachi and
Manghopir areas.
Earlier, it had visited the Dhabeji pumping station, the Pipri filter plant and a small sewage treatment plant
being run in the Port Qasim area.
At the COD filter plant, which receives a total of 135MGD (million gallons per day) from the K-II and K-III
conduits, the team led by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro found that the water treatment process had
lost its efficacy as all the three clarifiers installed at the plant had been non-functional for at least a
decade and had weeds growing in them.
The clarifiers are settling tanks built with mechanical means for continuous removal of solids being
deposited by sedimentation.
―If clarifiers are non-functional that means the treatment process has lost its efficacy as 70pc of the silt
that should have been removed by a clarifier comes to the filter beds and eventually makes its way to the
public water supply system,‖ said former managing director of the KWSB Mohammad Suleman Chandio,
who is assisting the commission as an adviser.
The plant had the capacity to filter 80MGD only.
Leaking gas
At the COD filter plant laboratory — stated to be the best at the KWSB units — the team was told that
though the lab had equipment to check the presence of heavy metals in water, these tests could not be
performed regularly because they were ‗unaffordable‘.
The plant, like the water treatment plant in Pipri, lacked a mechanism between the laboratory staff and its
administrative wing to immediately report a problem and take corrective action.
―The KWSB has no scientific mechanism to ensure supply of safe drinking water. Its laboratory tests are
not reliable and there should be a third party evaluation,‖ said Advocate Shahab Usto, on whose petition
the Supreme Court had formed the commission.
The chief chemist said that he ―can‘t make a major purchase from the procurement budget‖ and that there
were two Grade-8 posts vacant when asked by the team to mention the problems being faced in running
the laboratory.
It was disclosed that though the ―plant had four chlorinators, their functioning was highly compromised‖
and there was a need for new chlorinators. In addition, the plant did not have the capacity to filter the
100MGD of water received from the K-III conduit, though it was chlorinated, the staff claimed.
The team was exposed to the toxic fumes of chlorine gas as they entered the plant‘s chlorination unit and
found it leaking. ―How could the staff work in such hazardous conditions or, as it seems, the unit has been
operated today only for the commission‘s visit,‖ Mr Usto said.
The state of rusty, unnamed cylinders suggested that they had not been used for a long time and whether
they contained chlorine as the staff claimed.

Much to the surprise of the team, the laboratory at the north-east Karachi filter plant was being manned
by only one person. The huge dust on equipment and even in the sink indicated that the laboratory was
not functional, though the staff claimed otherwise.
The lab record was found dubious as temperature readings of different sites taken over three to four
consecutive days were the same. The ponds at the NEK filter plant for K-II supplies were never cleaned
while there was no filtration system for the 100MGD supplied from the K-III channel.
At the Hub pumping station/ filter plant, the KWSB staff informed the team that ―there was a major
seepage in the canal bringing water to the station from the Hub dam, resulting in water loss‖.
Besides, the facility did not have the capacity to filter 20MGD of the total 100MGD it supplied to the city.
The entire quantity of water, however, was ‗chlorinated‘.
The KWSB staff at the Manghopir filter plant shared their concerns over illegal sand excavation and
encroachment in the area, which, they said, was a major threat to the plant infrastructure, which might
cave in.
―Of the 866 acres falling under the KWSB jurisdiction, 30pc is encroached,‖ said KWSB official Zafar
Palijo.
The team noticed that two of the three chlorinators at the filter plant had been out of order for over a year
while both clarifiers were non-functional; one was claimed to have been emptied for silt removal whereas
the other was jammed due to silt.
There was no electricity back-up system at any filter plant. The KWSB blamed these issues on financial
constraints and said its focus had been more on water supply than its quality.
(By Faiza Ilyas Dawn 18, 12/01/2017)

Water sources inspection: Immediate steps ordered for protecting reservoir on
Manghopir Hill
Immediate steps must be taken to protect the water reservoir of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board‘s
(KWSB) filtration plant located on the Manghopir Hill, ordered the judicial commission set up to probe into
the allegations regarding non-provision of potable water and deteriorating sanitation
conditions in Sindh.
Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court (SHC), who is heading the
commission established in compliance with the orders passed by the Supreme Court
(SC), passed these directives a day after visiting the filtration plant as part of water sources inspection in
different cities.
At the outset of Friday‘s proceedings, Justice Kalhoro recalled that during his visit to the Manghopir
filtration plant on January 11, the KWSB officials had shown the areas of Manghopir Hill where illegal
sand and stone excavation was going on. The officials had informed that it was the same hill where the
reservoir of water of Manghopir filtration plant was situated. The officials had apprehended that if
excavation activity was not checked, the infrastructure of the plant, including the water reservoir, could
cave in and lead to devastation. Therefore, the commission had summoned West DIG Zulfiqar Larik and
SSP Nasir Aftab. Both the officers appeared before the commission and confirmed the facts.
The commission confronted the police officers about the facts regarding sand and stone excavation that
posed threats to the water reservoir. DIG Larik and SSP Aftab gave an undertaking that they were ready
to extend cooperation to the authorities of the KWSB to stop illegal mining and sand and stone excavation
in the area.
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The DIG further promised to establish a police picket on the site for the purpose of monitoring the
Manghopir Hill where the facility of the filtration plant exists and ensuring its security.
The assistant director of the mines and mineral development department, Rashid Amir, also verified that
no licences for mining over Manghopir Hill had been granted to anyone. He stated that if any such activity
was going on at the site, it was illegal.
The commission directed the police officials concerned, including the DIG and SSP, to immediately stop
the illegal activity of mining and lifting of sand from Manghopir Hill at the site of the filtration plant.
Justice Kalhoro further directed them to take all the steps provided in the law, including the establishment
of the police picket on the site. He also sought a compliance report within two days.
District West‘s deputy commissioner, Muhammad Asif Jameel, assured the commission that action will be
taken against encroachers who have occupied the area of the Manghopir Hill, which had been allotted to
the water and sewerage utility.
KWSB‘s superintendent engineer of bulk pumping, Zafar Palejo, said that he will visit the deputy
commissioner‘s office today (Saturday) along with all the relevant records pertaining to the land allocated
to the KWSB, which was under encroachment so that concerted action can be initiated against the
encroachers.
Treatment and RO plants in Karachi
Korangi SITE Association‘s general secretary, Nehal Akhtar, informed the commission that there were
3,500 industrial units of various kinds in the Korangi Industrial Area, adding that some had inbuilt
treatment plants. To the commission‘s query, he admitted that he was sharing such information on the
basis of hearsay. He further admitted having no relevant statistics to establish his claim.
Landhi SITE Association‘s member, Akhtar Ali Khan, said that there were 200 industrial units in all in
Landhi Industrial Area.
Regarding the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency‘s (Sepa) officials examining the treatment plants,
he replied that Sepa officials sometimes visit their units. Khan recalled that one official had visited his own
unit four months back.
The association‘s office-bearer assured the commission that he will submit all the information regarding
inspection of the industrial units to the commission on January 14 (today).
The commission also inquired about the status of the reverse osmosis (RO) plants installed in
Sikandarabad and Manghopir localities.
KWSB‘s deputy managing director, Asadullah Khan, informed the commission that the said RO plants will
become operational within one week. The commission adjourned hearing till Saturday (today).
(The Express Tribune 15, 14/01/2017)

Water supply to District West disrupted as KWSB pipeline bursts
A 66-inch water pipeline of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) burst owing to an electricity
outage early on Friday morning, affecting supply to some areas of District West.
Its repair is expected to be completed by Saturday.
In reply to Dawn queries, a KWSB spokesperson said the power utility in the city shut down electricity to
change the feeder without informing the water board staffers, which developed reverse pressure in the
pipeline. Thereafter it burst near the Hub Pumping Station. It carries around 50 million gallons daily.

He said the water board had started the water supply through an alternative pipeline and repair work on
the damaged portion had been initiated, which was expected to be completed by Saturday. He has urged
the people of District West, parts of which have been affected, to consume water carefully till the situation
became normal.
Advertisement
Meanwhile, the KWSB staffers, with the assistance of the local police, raided an illegal hydrant near Hub
Pumping Station on Friday, demolished its illegal structure and arrested nine people involved in stealing
and selling water.
A case has been registered against the culprits under Section 430 of PPC and the police seized four
generators and two pumps.
(Dawn 18, 14/01/2017)

Solving water crisis: Officials ordered to make treatment plants functional
The local government department and Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) authorities should
get all the non-functional water and sewerage treatment plants back into order within three months,
ordered the judicial commission, probing the allegations of non-supply of clean drinking water and
deteriorating sanitation conditions in Sindh, on Saturday.
Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro, who is heading the commission, which has been constituted in
compliance of the orders passed by the Supreme Court, also sought compliance reports from the
authorities. The commission is conducting its proceedings on daily basis to wrap up the same within six
weeks.
At the outset, LG secretary Ramzan Awan, District West DIG and SSP, and KWSB officials appeared
before the commission. The petitioner, Shahab Usto, informed the commission that the water board
authorities were provided 120 acres of land for the installation of a water treatment plant in the
Mehmoodabad. But, most of the land has illegally been encroached upon, he alleged, adding that the
authorities failed to retrieve the land.
The commission directed the KWSB to get the encroachments from the site removed with the help of the
police.
Justice Kalhoro ordered Awan and the KWSB to ensure all the water and sewerage treatment plants,
which had been lying non-functional for a long time, are made operational within three months. He said
steps should be taken on emergency basis to resolve the problems.
At this stage, Usto also informed the commission that around 200 acres of land had been allocated for the
S-III project in Korangi neighborhood of the city. He said the delays in initiating work on the project had
caused apprehensions that land might also be encroached upon by the land grabbers.
Justice Kalhoro inquired from the Awan since how long the water treatment plant was lying nonoperational.
The commission directed the secretary to submit complete details of the Mehmoodabad water treatment
plant, including information about its staff and budget allocations. Awan was ordered to submit the details
by Monday.
Meanwhile, KWSB officials informed the commission that around 30 complaints were pending with the
environmental protection tribunal. The officials said that those found responsible for spreading pollution
will be imprisoned for up to two years and fined Rs500,000.

Garbage collection
The commission also inquired from the managing-director of the solid waste management department
regarding the quantity of garbage which was collected in the city on daily basis.
The officer replied that 12,000 tons of garbage was generated in the city daily, but since the solid waste
management department was recently established it did not have any vehicles to lift and dump it.
He said the Chinese firms will be lifting the garbage in the East and South districts.
(The Express Tribune 14, 15/01/2017)

Water, water everywhere but not a drop to drink
MA Jinnah Road on Sunday was a true depiction of the state of the entire city after two days of incessant
rainfall.
The road was flooded with rainwater, leaving no dry passage to enter the old Karachi Metropolitan
Corporation (KMC) building, where the city‘s civic matters are expected to be dealt with.
Some distance from the old KMC building, the Wazir Mansion in Kharadar – the birth
place of Quaid-i-Azam – was also surrounded by the rainwater. ―All the shops and
businesses of the area have been shut for the last two days,‖ said Qamar, a resident of
the area. Apart from that, several areas of Lyari remained inundated with rainwater on
Sunday.
―The rain, which is a blessing for the rest of the city, becomes problematic for us,‖ lamented Hassan
Abbas, a resident of Lyari. Most of the streets of Saddar – the most bustling market of the city – could not
also be cleared of rainwater.
Civic issue: Speakers dissect Karachi’s water woes
District Municipal Corporation (DMC) South chairman Malik Fayyaz assured The Express Tribune that
90% of Saddar and Lyari will be cleared of rainwater before Monday (today). ―It rained heavily till 4pm on
Saturday,‖ he said, reasoning that rainwater kept flowing to MA Jinnah Road and near Wazir Mansion till
late in the night since the rain drains were choked.
He said the area surrounding the old KMC building has been experiencing this for the past 12 years. ―The
storm water drains located on MA Jinnah Road are not functional,‖ he said, adding that MA Jinnah Road
falls under KMC‘s jurisdiction. In Lyari, he said there are two big nullahs – Pitchet and Kalri nullahs – both
of which have already been cleaned.
Meanwhile, KMC‘s director of municipal services, Masood Alam, did not respond to repeated phone calls.
In District East, the situation was a little better as University Road, which is under construction, remained
flooded with rainwater until Saturday night. An official of DMC East, Irfan, said that they worked on the
streets the whole of Saturday night to drain out the water.
However, due to the repairs, the entire University Road has turned into a puddle where it is extremely
difficult for any vehicle to ply.
―Since the road was under construction, we were unable to drain out the water through the rain drains or
sewage lines,‖ said Irfan, adding that the water will dry up by Monday morning. A resident of the area,
Navaid Iqbal, said that if the water did not dry up by Monday, traffic will become a nightmare on University
Road.

Water shortage: Farmers of Sindh appeal to Punjab for help
Due to the construction of the Green Line Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system, the traffic situation was
already precarious in District Central and after the two days of rainfall, the traffic diversions have sunk in
different areas. According to the coordinator of DMC Central chairman Rehan Hashmi, Sheharyar, the
major problems occurred in DMC Central due to the construction of the Green Line BRT, which is out of
their domain. However, he said that the company responsible for the construction of the Green Line,
Karachi Infrastructure Development Limited was immediately taken on board regarding the situation. The
major problems he highlighted were at Sakhi Hassan Chowrangi, where the road had caved in, at Anda
Morr, in certain areas of Nazimabad and at People‘s Chowrangi, where due to the sewage line the entire
road was already in a bad state.
(The Express Tribune 15, 16/01/2017)

Commission wants five-year records of water, sanitation schemes
All the district and sessions‘ judges have been tasked with collecting details of the projects or schemes
that the Sindh government claims to have launched in the last five years to provide clean drinking water
and improve sanitation in each district.
A judicial commission set up by the Supreme Court to probe allegations of nonprovision of potable water and deteriorating sanitation conditions directed on Monday
the district and sessions‘ judges to collect details within 10 days.
Commission head Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro also asked the judges to obtain
names of officers during whose incumbency such projects were launched, the amount spent and results
achieved. The judicial officers will also mention in their reports the current status of such projects, when
they were launched and completed and year-wise costs incurred on their maintenance. On Monday, the
commission granted one-week to additional health secretary Jamaluddin Mughal to file details of water
supply schemes in government hospitals and management of waste in all of Sindh‘s hospitals. The
secretary will also inform the commission about the amount spent by the government individually in the
last five years on hospital waste management and whether the Hospital Waste Management Rules, 2014,
are being implemented by public and private hospitals.
Justice Kalhoro confronted irrigation secretary Ahmed Junaid Memon with the fact that in Sindh municipal
waste as well as waste produced by hospitals and industries was being directly poured into irrigation
channels, which were under his control and authority.
The secretary admitted and said the irrigation department has been making efforts to address the issue
but has failed to achieve any results.
The secretary was reminded that Justice Kalhoro had noted that during the closure days, where there
was no sweet water available in the canals, only water mixed with effluent of municipalities and industries
was being provided to the people from the irrigation channels down the points from where such effluent
was being poured in. The secretary was unable to deny this fact either and requested for a week to
submit a report on a plant along with a timeline to execute it.
Memon said since the industries department‘s secretary is looking after the affairs of SITE, therefore, he
may be called to answer queries regarding functioning of the combined treatment plants installed by the
Sindh government. The commission issued a notice to the industries secretary to appear on January 24.
Karachi Water and Sewerage Board‘s (KWSB) managing-director informed that high-rise plazas were
being built with no objection certificate (NOC) issued by the Sindh Building Control Authority (SBCA) to
the builders. ―SBCA does not adopt legal formalities before issuing such NOCs,‖ he alleged. ―The SBCA
does not take the KWSB on board so that issue of water supply and sanitation could be addressed
adequately at an early stage,‖ he added.

It also granted one-week to the All Pakistan Textile Mills Association‘s chairperson and Pakistan
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association‘s president to file reports regarding the disposal of untreated
effluent generated by textile mills and pharmaceutical companies. A notice was also issued to the All
Pakistan Textile Processing Association‘s chairperson to appear on January 24.
Pakistan Tanners Association senior vice-chairperson Aziz Ahmed filed a report claiming their waste was
taken to the combined effluent plant in Korangi Industrial Area, where, after treatment, it was discharged
into the open nullah and ultimately end up in the sea. Refuting such claims, petitioner Shahab Usto said
the treatment plant was not functioning. A representative of the oceanology department filed a report,
which was taken on record. The commission directed the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency to
submit a comprehensive report about the treatment plant supported by records of its performance.
A notice was also issued to the initiative department secretary to submit first-hand information on the
present and past performance of reverse osmosis plants within three days. The record of five years
performance of the RO plants installed in each district, their costs, year of starting and completion of the
project, total expenditures incurred, incumbency of executing officer, maintenance and current status will
also be produced.
(The Express Tribune 13, 24/01/2017)

Up to 15% bottled water contaminated: PCRWR
It is estimated that around 10%-15% of the bottled water available in the country is contaminated and is a
serious threat to public health, according to the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources
(PCRWR).
―The business of selling bottled water is booming but those involved in this business are openly playing
with the life of people. People consider these bottled water brands safe but actually they are not and are
even more hazardous than tap water,‖ said the PCRWR spokesperson while talking to The Express
Tribune
The official said since 2002 the PCRWR has been testing the quality of bottled water which is also known
as ‗mineral water‘ in the market. He said it has been established that 10%-15% of this water is
contaminated and contains chemical and microbiological contaminations.
Sharing results of the monitoring report for the October-December 2016 quarter, the spokesperson said
78 samples of bottled water brands revealed that 11 brands were unsafe.
―These brands include Well Care, Lite Aqua, New Premier, Royal Blue, Aqua Safe, Aqua Drink Water,
Rahat, Oslo, NG Fresh Water, Nurturmil Water and Aab-e-Khoob among others,‖ the spokesperson said.
The official said for the purpose of its research, samples of bottled water were taken from many cities like
Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Sialkot, Quetta, Peshawar, Muzaffarabad Faisalabad, Sargodha, Multan, Lahore
and Tando Jam.
―Some brands contained excessive level of arsenic which causes skin diseases, diabetes, kidney
diseases, hypertension, heart diseases birth defects, black foot diseases and multiple types of
cancers. Others contained higher levels of sodium which may cause Cholera, Diarrhea, Dysentery,
Hepatitis, Typhoid.‖
The spokesperson said the reason why people consume bottled water is to avoid tab water which is 80%90% contaminated as was revealed in a research last year.
―There are numerous mineral water brands – being sold at various markets especially at roadside kiosk,
small shops and bus stations etc – which are highly contaminated,‖ said the PCRWR spokesperson.

The official said after getting test results from the PCRWR and the Pakistan Standard and Quality Control
Authority (PSQCA) has written letters to the concerned authorities at the provincial level to take action
against such culprits.
―However, unfortunately people involved in this heinous crime reopen their factories with different names,‖
the spokesperson added.
(By Sehrish Wasif The Express Tribune 09, 27/01/2017)

Potable water and sanitation: Judicial commission finds fault with reports
The judicial commission expressed on Saturday its dissatisfaction over reports submitted by the district
and sessions judges regarding the status and costs of the schemes launched by the provincial
government to provide potable water and improve sanitation conditions in Sindh.
Headed by Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court, the commission had directed on
January 23 all the district and sessions judges across the province to obtain details from the relevant
authorities about the government schemes to supply clean drinking water and improve sanitation
conditions, their current status and costs.
During Saturday‘s proceedings, Justice Kalhoro observed that the commission has examined the reports
submitted by the district and sessions judges and ‗found the same unsatisfactory in many aspects,
including figures showing costs‘.
Advertisement
―The commission has taken exception to the reports as the same do not reflect the current position of the
schemes, et cetera,‖ said the order.
Therefore, the commission directed the judicial heads of all the districts to submit reports along with the
correct figures, photographs and video clips showing their presence inspecting the schemes. They were
further directed to comply with the order within three days positively.
The additional chief secretary, Waseem Ahmed, appeared and filed a comprehensive report on behalf of
the chief secretary.
The deputy attorney-general, Muhammad Aslam Butt, informed the commission that the report showing
the mechanism of disposal of hospital waste by the hospitals under the federal government will be placed
before the commission on February 7.
A statement was also filed by the representatives of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB).
Meanwhile, six legislators belonging to the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) and PML-N – Khawaja
Izharul Hasan, Muhammad Moeen Aamir Pirzada, Saifuddin Khan, Rehan Zafar, Lashat Muhammad Zia
and Irfanullah Marwat – appeared before the commission and requested for time to file their reports by
February 7.
The representatives of the Pakistan Steel Mills Hospital, PNS Shifa and PNS Rahat appeared and
requested for time to file their reports. A notice was issued to the Pakistan Railways Divisional Medical
Officer Karachi to appear with the report regarding disposal of hospital waste.
Inspection visit
Meanwhile, the judicial commission‘s registrar, Ghulam Mustafa Channa, issued notices to the provincial
chief secretary, the secretaries of the irrigation, power department, local government, public health and
engineering, planning and development and special initiative departments to accompany the inquiry
commissioner, Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro, during his visits to Bhanbhore, Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas
and Shaheed Benazirabad from February 6 till February 11.

For the visit starting from Thatta, the commission has also issued notices to the relevant municipal
commissioners, deputy commissioners, the provincial Environmental Protection Agency‘s directorgeneral, the Water and Sanitation Authority director-general, chief engineers and Hyderabad Electric
Supply Company chief executive officer.
(The Express Tribune 13, 05/02/2017)

Reports on water, sanitation schemes let down judicial body
Justice Kalhoro says submitted details don‘t reflect current status of projects
Reports on the Sindh government‘s schemes to provide potable water and improve sanitary conditions in
the province proved to be a let-down for the judicial commission on Saturday.
The judicial body investigating non-provision of potable water, sanitation and healthy environment to
Sindh‘s people had directed all district & sessions judges of the province on January 23 to obtain details
of the government‘s water and sanitation projects initiated within the last five years, their current status
and their costs.
The commission had directed the judges to include the names of the supervising officers, the money
spent on the schemes and the results achieved in terms of relief to the people.
Heading the body, Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro said on Saturday that the reports were
―unsatisfactory in many respects, including the figures showing the costs‖. Taking exception to the
reports, Kalhoro said they did not reflect the current status of the projects.
He directed the judicial heads of all the districts to submit reports along with correct figures as well as
photographs and video clips proving that they themselves had inspected the sites of the schemes. He has
given them three days to comply with the order.
Muhammad Waseem, additional chief secretary (development) of the planning & development (P&D)
department, filed a comprehensive report on encroachments affecting water and sanitation projects.
Deputy Attorney General Muhammad Aslam Butt informed the commission that the report on the
mechanism of disposal of hospital waste by the health facilities under the federal government would be
submitted on February 7. Representatives of the Karachi Water & Sewerage Board also filed a statement.
Meanwhile, six legislators of the Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan and the ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz – Khawaja Izharul Hassan, Muhammad Moin Aamir Pirzada, Saifuddin Khalid, Rehan
Zafar, Nishat Muhammad Zia Qadri and Irfanullah Marwat – requested time to file their respective reports
by February 7.
Representatives of the Pakistan Steel Hospital, the PNS Shifa and the PNS Rahat Hospital also
requested time to file their respective reports. A notice was issued to the Pakistan Railways Karachi
divisional medical officer to appear with a report on disposal of hospital waste.
Inspection
The judicial commission‘s registrar, Ghulam Mustafa Channa, issued notices to the chief secretary and
the secretaries of the irrigation & power, local government, public health engineering, P&D and special
initiative departments to accompany Kalhoro during his inspection to Banbhore, Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas
and Shaheed Benazirabad from February 6 to 11.
For the visit starting from Thatta, the judicial body also issued notices to the relevant municipal
commissioners, deputy commissioners and chief engineers, the directors general of the environmental
protection agency and the water & sanitation authority, and the CEO of the Hyderabad Electric Supply
Company.
(By Jamal Khurshid The News 20, 05/02/2017)

Judicial body seeks five-year record of Sindh’s RO plants
Special Initiatives Department officials fail to provide satisfactory replies to queries
The judicial commission investigating non-provision of potable water, sanitation and healthy environment
to Sindh has demanded records spanning the past five years of reverse-osmosis plants in the province.
Special Initiatives Department (SID) Secretary Ejaz Ahmed Khan informed the
judicial body on Monday that they had installed only small RO plants and that the
bigger ones were set up by the energy department.
He admitted that there was no laboratory to check the quality of water at any of the RO plants.
Responding to a query, he was unable to assure the commission of any sort of inspection to ascertain the
quality of water.
He was also unsure if the amount being paid to Pak Oasis was ever audited, and sought time to compile
the record of all the relevant details, including a copy of the agreement between the SID and the private
company and the names of the project directors.
SID Project Director Nafees Ahmed Sheikh told the commission that 500 RO plants were installed in the
first phase, during which Rs10,800 were paid for maintenance of every plant.
He added that 1,400 RO plants were installed in the second and third phases, for which Rs26,000 and
Rs31,000 were being paid respectively to a private firm for maintenance of every plant.
He said the field officers of his department prepared a report on each RO plant, on the basis of which the
charges were being paid to the company. He, however, could not produce any such report and sought
time to do the same.
The judicial commission headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro directed the director general (audit)
to submit a five-year report in respect of funds released for installation, operation and maintenance of the
RO plants operating in different districts of the province.
Public Health Engineering Department (PHED) Secretary Tameezuddin Khero told the judicial body that
the filter plant in Umerkot was not functional due to lack of proper wire for the relevant transformer by the
Hyderabad Electric Supply Company (Hesco).
The Hesco superintendent assured the commission that proper electric wire with the requisite gauge
would be provided for making the filter plant operational.
He also gave the assurance that all the power connections would be activated on the applications
submitted by the PHED for the schemes of water supply and sanitation, against which demand notices
had been deposited. The judicial commission also directed the federal law officer to submit a report on
disposal of hospital waste by the health facilities set up under the federal government.
(The News 13, 14/02/2017)

Judicial commission orders report on mechanism of water testing
Govt official admits no meter available to gauge exact
volume of production and supply
The judicial commission investigating non-provision of potable water, sanitation and healthy environment
to Sindh has ordered a report on the mechanism of testing water samples collected from reverse-osmosis
(RO) plants in the province.

Headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro, the judicial body recorded statements on Tuesday of the
energy department secretary and the Sindh Coal Authority (SCA) director general in connection with
installation of RO plants.
Secretary Agha Wasif said the SCA had entered an agreement with a private company, Pak Oasis, as
regards installation of RO plants and was paying for the plants‘ operation and maintenance on the basis
of production and supply of water.
DG Danish Saeed said 118 RO plants were installed across Sindh under the agreement with the private
firm, adding that a big plant of 2mgd capacity was set up in Mithi and another of 1.5mgd capacity in
Islamkot, while the others were small plants.
He added that the company was being paid Rs160 per 1,000 gallons for the big plants and Rs0.14 per
gallon for the small ones.
Replying to a query as to how the water being produced and supplied was measured, he said he did not
know and sought time to submit a relevant report.
He, however, admitted that there was no measuring meter to gauge the exact volume of production and
supply at the RO plants, adding that water samples were sent to the Pakistan Council of Research in
Water Resources (PCRWR) for quality tests.
The judicial commission directed the SCA DG to submit a report on the mechanism of collecting and
testing water samples.
Meanwhile, Additional Attorney General Salman Talibuddin filed a report on disposal of hospital waste by
the health facilities running under the federal government.
A day earlier, the judicial body had demanded records spanning the past five years of the RO plants.
Special Initiatives Department (SID) Secretary Ejaz Ahmed Khan said they had installed only small RO
plants and that the bigger ones were set up by the energy department.
He admitted that there was no laboratory to check the quality of water at any of the RO plants.
Responding to a query, he was unable to assure the commission of any sort of inspection to ascertain the
quality of water.
He was also unsure if the amount being paid to Pak Oasis was ever audited, and sought time to compile
the record of all the relevant details, including a copy of the agreement between the SID and the private
company and the names of the project directors.
SID Project Director Nafees Ahmed Sheikh told the commission that 500 RO plants were installed in the
first phase, during which Rs10,800 were paid for maintenance of every plant.
He added that 1,400 RO plants were installed in the second and third phases, for which Rs26,000 and
Rs31,000 were being paid respectively to a private firm for maintenance of every plant.
He said the field officers of his department prepared a report on each RO plant, on the basis of which the
charges were being paid to the company. He, however, could not produce any such report and sought
time to do the same.
The judicial commission directed the director general (audit) to submit a five-year report in respect of
funds released for installation, operation and maintenance of the RO plants operating in different districts
of the province.

Public Health Engineering Department (PHED) Secretary Tameezuddin Khero told the judicial body that
the filter plant in Umerkot was not functional due to lack of proper wire for the relevant transformer by the
Hyderabad Electric Supply Company (Hesco).
The Hesco superintendent assured the commission that proper electric wire with the requisite gauge
would be provided for making the filter plant operational.
He also gave the assurance that all the power connections would be activated on the applications
submitted by the PHED for the schemes of water supply and sanitation, against which demand notices
had been deposited.
(The News 20, 15/02/2017)

`Free water supply to Governor, CM houses stopped`
The Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) has disconnected free water supply to Governor House
and Chief Minister House owing to millions of rupees outstanding against them.
This was stated by KWSB Managing Director Misbahuddin Fareed during a meeting of the Sindh
Assembly`s Public Accounts Committee held in the assembly building on Thursday.
The meeting, presided over by Saleem Raza Jalbani, was reviewing the audit report for financial year
2010-11 of the KWSB.
The KWSB chief informed the committee that there were outstanding dues of billions of rupees for
nonpayment of water charges by Governor House, Chief Minister House, speaker, deputy speaker,
federal and provincial institutions` elected representatives.
The PAC chief appreciated the `improvement` in the working of the water board and said: `We hope that
the board will continue to make its efforts to improve its recovery as well.
The board chief also said that although the meeting of the board of governors ought to be held every
month, except the last meeting, which was convened a few days back, during the last six years not a
single meeting was held.
However, now it was being ensured that the BoG must meet every month, he added.
Later, talking to the media, he said that he had never claimed that there was no corruption in the KWSB,
which could also have certain defects and weaknesses like other government institutions, which needed
to be addressed so that the water board could deliver to the people in a better way by mitigating their
difficulties.
(Dawn 18, 17/02/2017)

Only 30pc consumers pay water bills, PAC told
Only 400,000 to 500,000 out of a total of 1.7 million customers of Karachi‘s water utility pay their bills, and
defaulters include the Sindh Governor House and the Chief Minister House.
This grim figure was disclosed by the managing-director of the Karachi Water & Sewerage Board (KWSB)
to a meeting of the Public Accounts Committee of the Sindh Assembly on Thursday.
The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) met at the committee room of the provincial
assembly on to consider audit reports on the KWSB accounts for the financial year
2010-11. PAC Chairman Saleem Raza Jalbani chaired the meeting.

KWSB Managing Director Misbahuddin Farid told the meeting that several federal and provincial
governments‘ institutions were on the list of defaulting organisations, saying those bulk customers had to
pay dues of billions of rupees.
He said the KWSB was no more supplying water to the Governor House and the CM House for free. The
list of defaulters also included the official residences of the speaker and the deputy speaker of the Sindh
Assembly, he said.
Farid stated that except for a lone meeting, which was held a few days back, the board of governors of
the water utility had never met in the last six years, but efforts would be made in future to convene a
meeting of the board every month.
The PAC chairman, who is an MAP of the ruling Pakistan Peoples Party, said the KWSB‘s affairs had
improved in the last few years. However, he saw room for further improvement, saying that more efforts
had to be made for the recovery of water dues from the defaulting organisations and other customers.
Later, talking to media persons, the KWSB chief said he had never denied corruption in his organisation,
but there were shortcomings in the working of the water utility like those in any other public sector
institutions, and they had to be rectified.
(The News 13, 17/02/2017)

No longer free: CM, governor, judges pay for water tankers now
The free water tanker service supplying water to the chief minister, governor, judges and other public
officials has been suspended for now.
The Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) told the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) on Thursday
that these officials are now being charged for this service. During a PAC meeting held with MPA Saleem
Raza Jalbani in chair, the KWSB officials presented a long list of outstanding dues and expressed their
helplessness in recovering the amount.
―Various federal and provincial government departments and institutions owe more than Rs5 billion to
KWSB and, despite many reminders, they are not paying the amount,‖ complained KWSB managing
director Misbah Fariduddin. The Karachi Port Trust, Pakistan Steel Mill, Port Qasim, Jinnah hospital,
Pakistan Railways and Airport Security Force (ASF) are among other organisations that have bills
pending.
Advertisement
In a first: Safe water provided to 68 villages
The PAC chairperson asked his staff to write to the chief minister and the Sindh governor to help recover
this amount. He asked the water utility board to disconnect water connections if they fail to pay the
amount. ―It has not been our policy to cut the connection of hospitals, prisons or other institutions that
provide emergency services but we have now decided to sever these connections,‖ he remarked.
The meeting was also informed that there were a total 1.7 million registered water consumers in the city
out of them only 0.5 million pay the bills.
Ever since the free service was suspended, Rangers and CM House have been paying their bills on time.
The KWSB chief clarified that the free service has been suspended to all public institutions and officials.
On ASF dues, Farid said, ―It owes Rs0.7 million to us and the same amount is pending against Shah
Faisal Town committees, which have failed to give proper response despite notices‖. Jalbani advised him
to cut off these connections without any delay.
(The Express Tribune 13, 17/02/2017)

Sindh’s contaminated freshwater sources
ANALYSIS of water samples, conducted recently in Sindh, has revealed the presence of animal and
human fecal matter in major freshwater bodies and the River Indus.
Similarly, the quality of groundwater, which is excessively used in agriculture sector, is also fast
deteriorating in the province.
These findings are a grim reminder of the government‘s failure to improve the supply of drinking water
and decontaminate the water bodies.
And the latest water analysis has been done under the directive of the Supreme Court appointed, oneman judicial commission headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court.
A team of the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources had collected samples of water randomly
from the River Indus and major canals of three barrages in different districts for testing.
According to the preliminary report of water sampling, municipal, animal, hospital and domestic waste is
being disposed off into the River Indus and other freshwater bodies.
Though, water filtration plants exist in urban centres, the rural population is largely dependent on water
from irrigation canals and distributaries for drinking and domestic use.
Along with water experts, Justice Kalhoro visited the entire Sindh to see the condition of canals, filtration
plants and River Indus. The commission was apprised by districts authorities quite candidly that
sewerage and industrial waste go into water bodies without treatment, turning these sources of water as
part of the sewerage drains.
Data analysis also indicates that samples don‘t meet the National Environmental Quality Standards
(NEQS). According to a PCRWR officer, associated with analysis, the wastewater could be released
under certain controlled values but in Sindh‘s case, it is being directly thrown into freshwater sources. As
this water is used in agriculture sector for crop cultivation, it affects the groundwater quality.
He said even freshwater pockets in Sindh are facing an imminent threat of turning brackish. Lands in the
farm sector are already saline in many areas. He added that this contaminated water is used for
producing vegetables and fruits.
The judicial commission appointed on a public interest litigation filed by Shahab Usto advocate, was to
submit its detailed report by February 19. But now, according to Mr Usto, the commission is being
requested to extend its period of working and information gathering so that the state of reverse osmosis
which has emerged as another major problem, could also be discussed and covered in the commission‘s
recommendations.
Justice Kalhoro-led commission has also passed some directives in different districts which are likely to
have a positive bearing on those areas. For instance, he directed Hyderabad‘s district administration to
immediately close the slaughter house which was working on the right bank of Phulelli canal.
The blood of slaughtered animals was being released into the canal that serves as a source of freshwater
supply to people of Tando Mohammad Khan, Thatta and Badin districts.
The commission expressed its surprise as to why a modern slaughter house is not being made functional
and animals are being slaughtered on the bank of canals and at homes by butchers.
Complying with the commission‘s directive, the district administration has banned animals‘ slaughtering in
different localities although it is still taking place in some areas.

Hyderabad Municipal Corporation is now working to make its modern slaughter house functional as soon
as possible.
Referring to water quality analysis report, Mr Usto pointed out that PCRWR findings show that 82pc water
of Sukkur, 79pc of Shikarpur and 88pc of Larkana is unsafe for drinking purposes.
He said hardly any filtration plant is satisfactorily working or carrying out chlorination in cities including
Karachi and Hyderabad. He asserted that Karachi gets water from Keenjhar Lake that is fed by Kotri
barrage‘s Kalri Baghar (KB) feeder.
KB feeder faces uninterrupted contamination after it emanates from the barrage as it gets municipal,
hospital wastewater and effluent from Kotri‘s industrial area.
The Rs700m combined effluent treatment plant, set up at Kotri site, is not working properly. Now in the
light of the commission‘s directive, a committee has submitted its recommendations on how to make the
plant functional to save the KB feeder from contamination.
(By Mohammad Hussain Khan Dawn Business & Finance 04, 20/02/2017)

Work begins on second phase of K-IV project
The work on siphons and pipeline relating to the K-IV project that would provide water to the city started
on Monday, said the project director, adding that the project was expected to be completed by June 2018.
Briefing media persons, PD Saleem Siddiqui said that the total length of the K-IV was 124 kilometres, out
of which around 20km would be steel pipeline.
He said that the project starts from Keenjhar Lake and connects with the city`s water supply network at
Manghopir pumping station.
He said that the K-IVproject would bring over 650 million gallons a day (MGD) of water to the city in three
phases.
The capacity of the first phase was 260 MGD; while capacity of second phase would be 260 MGD.
The capacity of phase III was 130 MGD.
He said that the work on phase I of the K-IV project that was begun in June 2016 was expected to be
completed by June 2018 at a cost of Rs25.5 billion, which was being shared equally by the federal as well
as the Sindh government.
He said that the work on the K-IV project was being carried out by the Frontier Worl(s Organisation.
(Dawn 18, 21/02/2017)

Closure of pipeline to curb water theft ordered
The Karachi Water and Sewerage Board has failed to curb huge water theft from an 84-inch-dia pipeline
from the North-East Karachi (NEK) pumping station to Hub pumping station, it emerged on Monday.
Between 10 million gallons daily and 25 MGD is being stolen from the said pipeline on a daily basis. The
stolen water was subsequently sold by the ―water mafia‖ to various factories in different industrial areas of
the city. Around four months back, KWSB chief Misbahuddin Farid had directed the officials concerned of
the water utility to close the line, but so far no action had been taken and the theft of water continues.
On Monday, the KWSB chief once again ordered the immediate closure of the pipeline.

Chairing a meeting, he warned the officials that stern action would be taken against them if the pipeline
was not closed down immediately.
Advertisement
According to a statement, he observed that the ―water mafia‖ had damaged the pipeline at various spots
to steal the water and due to which the condition of the pipeline had become precarious.
With the closure of the said pipeline, between 10MGD and 25MGD of water would be saved and could be
distributed among the water-deficient areas of the city during summer.
(Dawn 18, 21/02/2017)

Over 70pc water samples in 13 districts found ‘unfit for human consumption’
A majority of water samples collected from surface and underground sources in 13 districts of Sindh,
including all six Karachi districts, by a federal institution in a recent survey have been found to be unfit for
human consumption, it emerged on Saturday.
The Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) collected 300 water samples from
Sukkur, Larkana, Shikarpur, Tando Mohammad Khan, Badin, Tharparkar, Hyderabad and Karachi‘s six
districts — East, West, South, Central, Malir and Korangi — and tested the same for a detailed
physiochemical and bacterial analysis. Later, the findings were compared with the World Health
Organisation and the National Environmental Quality Standards on safe drinking water.
―We have been regularly carrying out analysis of water samples for the past many years in Sindh and I
can say with authority that there hasn‘t been any improvement in the quality of water being supplied to the
various parts of the province,‖ said Dr Ghulam Murtaza of the PCRWR.
According to him, the poor quality of water being supplied to Karachi, Hyderabad and Sukkur — the three
districts whose water quality has continuously been monitored since 2005 — can be gauged from the fact
that the number of unsafe water samples have usually ranged between 80 and 90 per cent.
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―Improvement [in the quality of water] can only come when the factors contaminating water are
addressed. They include mixing of sewage in the drinking water supply line, lack of treatment [where
source of contamination is high levels of subsoil minerals] and filter plants [to disinfect and reduce
turbidity], improper chlorination [in places where filter plants exist] and contamination by industrial and
domestic sewage at the drinking water source [for instance Keenjhar lake supplying water to Karachi],‖ Dr
Murtaza explained.
In the recent analysis, over 70 per cent of water samples in Sindh were found unfit for human
consumption, he added.
The sampling, he said, was focused on urban areas, which largely did not have arsenic contamination in
their water supply.
―This issue has been found in the groundwater of Khairpur, Tando Mohammad Khan, Tando Allah Yar,
Gambat, Thatta, Jamshoro and Naushehro Feroz in previous studies,‖ he said.
Recent findings
Around 80pc samples had bacterial contamination in Karachi. Of them, 30pc samples had faecal
contamination. The samples, more than half, also showed elevated turbidity levels and high concentration
of total dissolved solids (TDS), hardness and sulphate, sodium and chloride and were unfit for human
consumption.
Only 20pc samples were found safe in Karachi.

The water samples collected from Hyderabad, Larkana and Sukkur showed similar results; more than
80pc samples were found unfit for human consumption on account of bacterial contamination, whereas
many samples had TDS, sulphate, hardness, calcium, chloride and iron content beyond permissible
limits.
In case of Tando Mohammad Khan and Badin districts, more than half of the collected samples were
found unsafe due to high TDS and bacterial contamination, whereas many were found with hardness
beyond permissible limits and had elevated levels of calcium, magnesium, sodium, sulphate, chloride and
iron content.
Between 50pc and 60pc of water samples were found unsafe due to bacterial contamination in Tando
Mohammad Khan and Badin.
Thirty per cent to 40pc samples in these districts were found safe.
More than half of the water samples collected from reverse osmosis plants installed in Tharparkar were
found unsafe due to bacterial contamination and high TDS.
A significant number of samples were unsafe on account of high sodium and chloride.
According to experts at the PCRWR, these results were more or less similar to those published last year
in a report titled Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey.
In 2014, the PCRWR conducted the water analysis of five districts of Sindh (which are not included in the
present analysis) — Jacobabad, Kashmore-Kandhkot, Shikarpur, Khairpur and Ghotki. Out of 1,661
samples collected from subsoil sources of these districts, 970 (58pc) were found unsafe.
The major contaminants were turbidity, bacterial contamination, TDS, hardness, calcium, sodium,
potassium, chloride, sulphate, fluoride, nitrate, iron, etc.
(By Faiza Ilyas Dawn 17, 05/03/2017)

Circular debt
When the PML-N government took charge of affairs in 2013, it made a lot of noise over the alarming
levels of circular debt that had been accumulated in the power sector. That in itself was not incorrect
since the preceding PPP government had left the incoming government with a Rs480 billion mess to deal
with. One of the first tasks of the new government was to clear all the circular debt – using, for some,
controversial measures. At the time, the government had claimed that would be the last we would see of
the country‘s circular debt problems. Most observers, though, had noted that the government was getting
ahead of itself as the required power sector reforms had not taken place. But no one could have predicted
that the circular debt levels would hit the same levels once again. According to recent reports, Pakistan‘s
circular debt is back to around Rs440 billion. This means that the PML-N government, if it continues in
this trajectory, is set to leave a larger circular debt burden for the next incumbent government than the
much criticised PPP government had.
The issue of circular debt has once again brought into the limelight the PML-N‘s economic reforms, which
seem to have been more about optics than substance. A parliamentary body is looking into the initial
move – made in 2013 – to clear Rs480 worth of circular debt in one go. Around Rs335 billion of the debt
was parked in Power Holding Company Limited (PHCL), which the government had pledged to clear to
the IMF. Moreover, the accountant general found that Rs165 billion of the debt payments made by the
government could have been avoided. The government bypassed the AGP‘s offices and did not perform
a simple pre-audit function, a task that would have taken just three days. The current high level of circular
debt raises the prospect of another hard summer for power consumers around the country – and makes
the likelihood of the government fulfilling its promise of ending loadshedding by 2018 even more unlikely.
Circular debt was the primary reason the PPP was unable to ensure regular power supply during its

tenure. The PML-N does not appear to have another magic wand to wish the piling debt away. It is also
clear that the reform of the payment structure, agreed upon in the Circular Debt Management Plan of
2015, has not been adhered to. The ADB has recently noted that Pakistan has one of the highest levels
of monthly power outages and loadshedding in Asia. One thing is clear: we should brace ourselves for a
very hot summer.
(The News 07, 06/03/2017)

Mismanagement caused water scarcity: deputy mayor
Deputy Mayor Dr Arshad Vohra has said mismanagement has been the root cause of water shortage in
the metropolis.
Speaking at a panel discussion on ‗Water Wars‘ on Monday, Dr Vohra said the bulk water supply project
K-IV, which had been initiated some nine years back, could not be completed on time with the result that
its cost had increased manifold. ―If we had completed this project five or six years ago, we would not have
been facing this crisis,‖ he added.
The deputy mayor said the city required 1,100mgd (million gallons a day) water while it got merely
550mgd, indicating the need for 100pc increase in water supply. Shortage of water led the city to depend
on occasional rains in the Hub region, as the Hub reservoir could feed the city if it got filled with enough
rainwater, he said.
Dr Vohra demanded that the government take elected representatives and all other stakeholders on
board and sincerely work on the issue to solve water crisis and associated problems. ―Our young
generation now has a clear view of the situation after [hearing] about water scenario and its causes. More
such discussions in our colleges and universities on key issues will provide a good opportunity to
youngsters to understand the real issues, and, then play their role [to resolve them] for a better
tomorrow.‖
The gathering, which was organised in the Institute of Business Management, was earlier informed about
a recent World Bank report that said the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board was a highly mismanaged
organisation. If available water could be utilised properly, it could solve many issues regarding scarcity of
water, it suggested.
Other panellists in the discussion included Prof Shahid Amjad, Hasan Habib, while rector and chief
executive of the IoBM Talib S. Karim also spoke.
(Dawn 17, 07/03/2017)

‘84pc of population lacks access to safe drinking water’
Eighty-four per cent of the population does not have access to safe drinking water in a country where
commercial banks posted windfall profits exceeding Rs475 billion in three years, the Senate was told on
Tuesday.
Quoting a study, Provision of Safe Drinking Water, conducted by the Pakistan Council of Research in
Water Resources (PCRWR), Minister for Science and Technology Rana Tanvir Hussain said only 72pc of
water supply schemes were found to be functional, and 84pc of those had supplied water that was not fit
for consumption.
The water from 14pc of water supply sources in Sindh and Punjab were found to be heavily contaminated
with arsenic, well above the permissible limit of 50 parts per billion, Mr Hussain revealed.
He said Rs279 million had been spent on the project — Provision of Safe Drinking Water — over the past
four years.
Advertisement

As part of the project, six regional water quality laboratories, under the PCRWR, had been upgraded and
17 new water quality testing laboratories had been established at the district level.
Funds were also used on the capacity building of 3,000 professionals associated with water supply
agencies, Mr Hussain said.
Law Minister Zahid Hamid informed the Senate that commercial banks in the country had earned profits
exceeding Rs472bn in the last three years.
The data shared with the senators showed an incremental rise in profits over three years — Rs115bn in
2013, Rs164bn in 2014 and Rs193bn in 2015.
Of the total profit earned by commercial banks in three years, four banks had earned profits exceeding
Rs270bn. At the top is the Habib Bank Limited with a profit of Rs88bn, followed by MCB with Rs71bn, the
United Bank Limited with Rs66bn and the Allied Bank Limited with Rs44.77 billion. The First Women
Bank and the SME Bank were the only two banks that had suffered losses in three years.
The Senate took up the issue of the acquittals of culprits involved in torching Christians‘ homes in Lahore.
Senate Chairman Mian Raza Rabbani directed the government to seek a report on the incident in which
houses in a Christian majority colony in Lahore had been set ablaze. He also asked if the provincial
government would prefer an appeal against the acquittals, besides a copy of the judgement.
The issue was raised by Senator Aitzaz Ahsan who said that the prosecution had not pursued the case
properly, which was why all the accused had been acquitted.
―What would have been our reaction if this had happened to Muslims in Chicago or elsewhere,‖ he
remarked. He said this would provide an opportunity to those pointing fingers at Pakistan and accusing it
of prejudice.
Hafiz Hamdullah of the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl told the Senate that 150 girls had been recently
abducted from Rawalpindi and sent to Afghanistan.
He said such incidents must be taken notice of and the culprits behind this must be traced and punished.
Noman Wazir of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf raised the issue of the power sector‘s circular debt which
has, once again, reached Rs560bn. He recalled that Rs480bn circular debt had been cleared in 2013.
The Senate chairman asked him to bring a calling attention notice so that a response could be sought
from the minister concerned. The house will meet again on Wednesday (today) at 3pm.
(By Iftikhar A. Khan Dawn 16, 08/03/2017)

Sustainable Development Goals: Safe drinking water target out of reach: experts
Pakistan will be unable to meet the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for providing safe drinking
water set to be achieved by 2030 mainly because of rapidly increasing population and urbanisation and
rise in pollution.
These issues were discussed at a one-day ‗Regional Dialogue on SDG-6.0‘ organised by the Pakistan
Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) in collaboration with the Tajikistan Embassy and the
ECO-Science Foundation.
Water experts and researchers said that these factors were mainly obstructing the country in meeting the
SDG 2015-2030 on time.
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They believed that the country was already off-track in meeting these targets.
The dialogue took place under the umbrella of the International Decade for Action-Water for Sustainable
Development (2018-2028).
While talking to The Express Tribune an official working closely with the water sector in Pakistan, who
wished not to be named, said Pakistan has already missed the MDG water and sanitation target.
―The pace with which Pakistan is currently improving its water and sanitation sector clearly indicated that
the country will not be able to meet the target even by 2050,‖ an official said.
By 2030 the country‘s population is expected to double and it would be more challenging for the
government to meet the water requirement and improve sanitation issues, said the official.
The official cited a survey conducted by PCRWR in 2005-06, saying that only 20 per cent of the country‘s
population had access to clean drinking water, while the same survey showed only 10 per cent
improvement in 2015-16.
Earlier, PCRWR chairman Dr Muhammad Ashraf said that targets of SDG-6.0, especially ‗provision of
safe drinking water‘, could only be achieved by demonstrating strong political will, national ownership and
the right methodology.
ECO-SF president Prof Dr Manzoor Ahmad said: ―All ECO countries are facing water scarcity and quality
problems. We must manage our water resources … efficiently,‖ he said.
Later, water experts and researchers outlined a draft framework for implementing SDG 6.0 targets in
Pakistan.
(By Sehrish Wasif The Express Tribune 09, 08/03/2017)

Water woes
Among the innumerable lamentable social issues having to do with the lack of basic necessities in
Pakistan is the non-availability of potable water. According to a new report by the Pakistan Council of
Research in Water Resources (PCRWR), 84 per cent of the country‘s water supply sources that actually
function are not suitable for consumption. Furthermore, only 72 per cent of water supply sources overall
are operational and supply water. Simultaneously, the leadership constructs new motorways, introduces
new CPEC projects and inaugurates new metropolitan bus services. One would think that being a country
with a seaside port, water problems would be nonexistent in Pakistan but that is far from the truth,
embarrassingly. One would also think that the government would first focus its energies and resources on
ensuring that all citizens of the country have potable water.
This report comes against the backdrop of the country‘s commercial banks posting windfall profit in
excess of Rs475 billion over a three-year period, evidencing that funding could be available through bank
financing or other sources. However, no substantive scheme has been introduced for securing this most
basic of public needs. It does not beget our government that many aspects of public well-being are
interlinked. When people are provided basic necessities, other debilitating factors will see an end; for
example, access to clean water will consequently reduce the incidence of waterborne diseases. The
PCRWR report is an eye-opener as it quantifies just how inefficient Pakistan‘s water supply network is.
Water is crucial for health and humans cannot survive without it.
Ergo, water and sanitation agencies need to be mobilised towards correcting the weak water supply
system and ensuring that it is safe for use.
(The Express Tribune 06, 09/03/2017)

SC annoyed over govt’s inaction on water issue
The Supreme Court on Monday expressed extreme annoyance over lethargic attitude of the Sindh
government in taking action against those responsible for the shortage of safe drinking water and poor
sanitation conditions and directed the judicial commission to continue its inquiry into the state‘s failure to
provide safe drinking water and sanitation facilities.
Headed by Justice Amir Hani Muslim, a three-judge bench was seized with the petition against the
provincial government‘s failure to provide safe drinking water and sanitation facilities across the province.
The bench also directed the district and sessions judges to submit reports on potable water and sanitation
facilities in their respective districts.
The authorities concerned were also asked to submit progress reports before the judicial commission.
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One of the bench members remarked that people from Karachi to Kashmore, Thatta and Badin were
being made to drink unhygienic water and asked if the chief minister or any other elected representative
ever had taken notice of the situation.
Justice Hani observed that there was moral deficit on part of the government as no minister had bothered
to tender resignation after surfacing of such a startling report of the judicial commission. ―There seems to
be no sense of accountability in the government,‖ he added.
The chief secretary sought time to appoint qualified and competent officers on the post of agriculture
secretary and Karachi Water and Sewerage Board‘s managing director on a permanent basis.
The court asked the authorities to make the appointments and submit report till Thursday.
The health secretary appeared before the bench to concede that there was no proper mechanism for
disposal of hospital waste.
(Dawn 18, 14/03/2017)

Nuclear war over water?
The writer is a journalist with over 30 years of experience
How does one react when confronted with more than one side of the same story? Ashfaq.
Mahmood, an expert on energy and water issues, declares that if India continues to
―strangulate‖ Pakistan‘s water flow, there can be a nuclear war. The two neighbours
have more than 500 bombs in their ‗basements‘ that can be deployed should India
refuse to come to the negotiating table or go for a third party arbitration. Ashfaq
Mahmood, who has served as federal secretary in ministries of Water and Power,
Planning and Development and was heading the Energy Wing of the Planning Commission until 2008,
gives concrete examples on how India has been violating the Indus Waters Treaty. Brokered by the World
Bank, the treaty was signed in Karachi on September 19, 1960 by Prime Minister of India Jawaharlal
Nehru and President of Pakistan Ayub Khan.
But a former bureaucrat who is considered an authority on agriculture tells a common friend that it‘s not
India but Pakistan who allows water to flow into the sea because it is unable to conserve the water by
failing to build small dams. ―India says that while it uses water to make electricity by building dams like the
Baglihar and Kishanganga, it always put the water back in the rivers that flow into Pakistan.‖
Advertisement

At an event organised by the Oxbridge Society (alumni of Oxford and Cambridge universities) in
Islamabad titled: ―Hydro-Diplomacy between Pakistan and India to prevent war between two nuclear
states — role of World Bank, US, China, Europe and other countries,‖ Ashfaq Mahmood warned of India
walking away from the Indus Waters Treaty due to its belligerence. ―People in India are stealing our water
by diverting it through the construction of dams. The water table in Lahore has been reduced as water is
being pumped on the Indian side of Punjab. Our lands are going dry as farmers depend on ground water,‖
he says.
So what is the solution? Not war but a third party arbitration as stipulated in the Treaty. But the current
Indian rhetoric is most unhelpful. Statements like ‗water and blood can‘t flow together,‘ or ‗India will
abrogate the Indus Waters Treaty‘ need to be toned down. ―Let‘s step back and try to change the mindset
of both the countries,‘ says Mr Mahmood. ―The war hysteria is polluting the minds of people… it needs to
be addressed by the international community.‖ He says that were a nuclear war to break out, it will not
only wipe us all out, but its effects will be far-reaching. So, it‘s time the World Bank took a fresh look and
acted as an honest broker; not one favouring India as it has done in the past.
Irshadullah Khan, the secretary general of the Oxbridge Society, thinks the time for hydro-diplomacy is
long over. ―We should abrogate all treaties with India. It only understands the stick. Indian Prime Minister
Modi wants to make Pakistan a desert.‖ This may well end in a nuclear war where ―500 most powerful
bombs can go off swallowing up the whole world. Modi needs to be restrained immediately. Our
intelligence agencies like the ISI and the MI must reach out to their counterparts in America and Europe
to explain what a dangerous game India is playing that can lead to a nuclear conflagration.‖
Here is one more view forwarded by a Pakistani-American who thinks and cares for Pakistan deeply.
According to him, the news media and the public believe that India is stealing Pakistan‘s water from the
three western rivers, Jhelum, Chenab and Indus. ―Is India violating the Treaty?‖ he asks and then
answers: ―Depends on who you ask.‖ The Indians obviously deny it, while in Pakistan the opposite
viewpoint is held. ―India claims that they are correctly using their rights based on their rights based on the
treaty by building dams for power generation and for irrigation.‖ He says that Pakistan for the 50-plus
years has not planned for the coming water scarcity while India was building dam after dam.‖
What then must Pakistan do to prevent going totally dry?
The obvious short-term solution is to work out the river water problems with India, failing which, focused
episodic military steps can be taken to force the issue with them, he says.
But for a long-term solution, we need sustainable water conservation and flood control practices. ―In one
word, the answer is water conservation of the flood waters.‖
Every year a significant amount of water is lost to the sea. Snow melt and the monsoon rains come in
summer which leads to flooding. ―This water needs to be saved which means that it should infiltrate the
subsoil and replenish the ground water supplies.
This can only be done by building hundreds of thousands of water reservoirs of all sizes everywhere,‖ he
says. This is a dire emergency which is unforeseen by the people as well as the leaders.
In America, the federal government provides states like Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakota,
engineering know-how to the farmers and ranchers at the local level who build small earthen / rock dams
everywhere. There are literally hundreds of thousands of such small dams where the financing, labour
and materials are provided by the locals to build such structures for their own benefit.
This stored water continuously seeps through and replenishes water of the sub-soil aquifers from where
the water can be used in dryer years. ―In Pakistan, the rampant use of sub-soil water for agriculture
through tube wells has led to the water levels dropping fast while there is no replenishing to speak of. An
urgent water reservoir building programme is needed.‖

On a personal level, he has tried to speak about his proposals with government officials in Islamabad and
K-P but it appears that everyone is suffering from an ―ostrich syndrome.‖ He says, ―I do not have the
words to describe how critical this issue is. Our salvation lies in harnessing of the flood waters through
building hundreds of thousands of small dams with the help of the government and the locals.‖
Is anyone listening?
(By Anjum Niaz The Express Tribune 07, 17/03/2017)

SC orders report of judicial commission on water, sanitation be put on apex
court’s website
The Supreme Court on Monday ordered the 130-page comprehensive report of the judicial commission
on the government‘s failure to provide safe drinking water and sanitation facilities to people across the
province be displayed on the SC‘s website.
Headed by Justice Amir Hani Muslim, a three-judge bench passed the order while hearing a constitutional
petition against the provincial government and others for their failure to provide potable water to people.
The petitioner, Shahab Usto, a senior practicing lawyer, also submitted a video showing the state of
water, disposal of sewage and waste in Larkana, Shikarpur, Jacobabad, Sukkur, Hyderabad, Kotri,
Thatta, Badin, Mithi, Umerkot, Mirpurkhas and Karachi. The video was also played in court.
The bench ordered: ―Since this is a public interest matter, it would be appropriate to display the
commission‘s report on the Supreme Court website.‖ The bench would take up the matter on Wednesday
(tomorrow).
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The commission, headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro, which completed its proceedings in six
weeks, said in its report that the Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) had
collected 300 water samples from different districts for laboratory tests and found that most of the water
was unsafe for human consumption.
―It has now been established that the people of the province are not drinking potable water. The Indus
River, its tributaries and channels, which are sources of drinkable water, have been polluted by constant
drainage of untreated sewage from houses and industries into the river.
―The government departments concerned are well aware of the pollution in water, which is evident from
the various reports filed by them but they are not taking any substantial measure (to cleanse it) by treating
effluent in treatment plants before discharge into the river,‖ it said.
The report said: ―We do have filtration plants in several cities of the province to provide us potable water
after treatment but due to inefficiency, lack of interest and corrupt practices of the officials operating the
filter plants, they have been rendered almost redundant.‖
It said the clarifiers, sedimentation tanks, chlorinators and lagoons at the filter plants have remained out
of order for the last many years. These filtrations plants were at the most being used as pumping stations.
Water purification was also not taking place at any of the filter plants all over the province. The process of
water testing, which was an integral part of water treatment, was not being adopted either at any of the
filtration or reverse osmosis plants.
The commission‘s report said that laboratories set up at some of the filtration plants were merely
eyewash, as no test to determine physical, chemical and microbiological parameters of water was being
conducted at any of the labs. Water full of bacteria was being supplied to people for drinking without any
sense of responsibility, it said.

Contaminated water
Due to the contaminated water, many diseases like hepatitis, liver cancer, anaemia, stunted growth
among children, etc were on the rise in the province, it said.
The report said the treatment plants in Karachi had been lying non-functional for a long time and one of
them had been encroached upon, yet no rehabilitation and repair work had been undertaken by the
Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) to make them operational. As a result, untreated effluent
was being drained into the sea, causing heavy damage to marine life, it said.
It observed: ―During the inquiry, all departments concerned whose duty is to protect irrigation water from
being contaminated from drainage of effluent into irrigation channels were found to be in deep slumber.‖
The report said that in big cities like Karachi and Hyderabad, water shortage had worsened due to illegal
water hydrants, water theft, illegal connections and construction of high-rises, but the Sindh government
did not seem to have a plan to cater to the needs of the ever-growing population.
The commission recommended: ―The city [Karachi] has been receiving 650 million gallons per day
against the present water demand of 1,000 mgd, yet not a gallon of water had been added to reduce the
shortfall.
―Therefore, the water scheme K-IV (260 mgd) may be completed immediately. Besides, water quota
should be increased according to the population of the city to overcome water shortfall.‖
Water filtration and treatment plants
The court directed Advocate General Zamir Ghumro, KWSB‘s engineer and the petitioner to visit the
treatment and filtration plants across the metropolis and take their photographs.
To a query, the MD KWSB informed the judges that five filtration plants were installed in Karachi but they
were not fully operational. There were three treatment plants in the city but they were not working at
present, he said.
Shahab Usto informed the judges that the KWSB‘s land had been leased out by the Karachi Metropolitan
Corporation.
How a piece of land belonging to the water utility could be leased out, asked Justice Hani observing that it
had been allotted illegally.
Mr Usto said that 450 mgd untreated toxic water was being drained into sea as no treatment plant was
functional, destroying the ecology and depleting fish reserves.
Govt asked to give details of accord with NSUSC
The bench directed the Sindh government to place on record the details of the agreement under which
the North Sindh Urban Services Corporation (NSUSC) was created, its functioning, and funds released to
it so for.
Justice Hani remarked that despite the provincial government‘s having spent billions of rupees on supply
of potable water, sewerage and solid waste services, people were deprived of drinkable water and other
facilities. ―A huge amount has been released to organisations like NSUSC, yet people are drinking water
unfit for their health,‖ he said.
The judges observed that in the presence of a department like public health engineering, the NSUSC was
provided funds.
The bench remarked that one department was doing another‘s job. ―The coal authority was made to
construct roads while the special institute and energy departments were installing RO plants,‖ said one of
the bench members.

(By Tahir Siddiqui Dawn 19, 07/03/2017)

Mayor threatens to demolish illegal hydrants
Mayor Wasim Akhtar, pointing out the re-emergence of illegal hydrants, has warned that if these unlawful
structures are not shut down, the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) squad would be sent to
demolish them.
Briefing the media after a prize distribution among students in Korangi on Sunday, the mayor said that a
large number of illegal hydrants under some unscrupulous officials of the Karachi Water and Sewerage
Board had mushroomed in various parts of the city and warned the officials that all such illegal hydrants
be shut down immediately.
He said that residents in different areas of the city were not getting their due share of water which was
being stolen through these hydrants and sold to the rich. He said that while the residents remained thirsty,
money was being made by officials and other higher-ups who sold the water.
The mayor warned that if this water theft was not stopped immediately and if residents did not get their
due share of water, he would send KMC staffers to demolish such illegal hydrants. He said that the
elected representatives of the city would not allow the corrupt mafia to make money while the citizens
remained thirsty.
He also criticised the government, which, he said, wanted to bribe the elected local bodies
representatives by providing them with new cars. He said that instead, garbage-lifting vehicles and
equipment be provided to the local bodies so that they could maintain cleanliness in their respective
areas.
He said the people of Karachi were politically aware and would vote for representatives of those political
parties which had joined hands in solving the civic issues of the city.
Earlier, mayor Akhtar distributed prizes and certificates among the 28 students who had become Hafiz-iQuran and 19 other students who had secured good marks in the matriculation examination.
Encroachments removed
A large number of encroachments — iron and wood cabins, carts, ‗patharas‘ etc — were removed during
an anti-encroachment operation near Urdu Bazaar and the Sobhraj Maternity Home on Sunday.
Karachi mayor Wasim Akhtar said that a large number of students and parents visited Urdu Bazaar,
which was the biggest market of books and reading material in the city.
However, all of them faced great hardships owing to the encroachments, and so he had ordered the
KMC‘s anti- encroachment squad to carry out the operation.
(By Bhagwandas Dawn 15, 27/03/2017)

Water supply as per SC guidelines ordered
Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah has directed departments concerned to ensure supply of clean water
across the province as per the guidelines of the Supreme Court.
The chief minister, who was presiding over a meeting regarding provision of clean water to the people of
province, also directed the secretaries of the irrigation and environment departments to not allow release
of industrial effluent into the Indus, any canal or sea.
―It [sewage] must be treated before releasing anywhere,‖ he said, asking them to make a comprehensive
plan on a priority basis and also take all stakeholders into confidence.

He also directed the chiefs of the water and sanitation agency (Wasa) and Karachi Water and Sewerage
Board (KWSB) to make the water distribution system safe and efficient and also evolve a regular
inspection system to ensure proper implementation of the standard operating procedures — such as like
mixing of chlorine in water as per requirement, cleansing of storage ponds and timely maintenance of
sewerage system — to bring improvement in the clean water supply system.
Advertisement
The CM also directed all departments concerned that he would also pay surprise visits to the water
distribution system and treatment of municipal, industrial and hospital wastes and would tolerate no lapse
on their part.
He also instructed the health department to install new incinerators and repair or restore the old ones so
that the hospital waste could also be disposed as per international standards.
The meeting was attended by provincial ministers Manzoor Wassan, Jam Khan Shoro, Chief Secretary
Rizwan Memon, secretaries Jamal Shah, Ramzan Awan, Tameez Khero and the managing directors of
the water board.
Strict measures to stop cheating in exams
The chief minister on Sunday also sent an open letter to the parents of all students appearing in the
secondary and higher secondary school examinations, which are scheduled to be held from March 28.
In the letter, he emphasised the need of taking examinations, which he said was an important step in
shaping up the academic lives and future of the students.
He, however, said that it was brought to his knowledge that many students adopted unfair means in the
exams and in order to curb the trend of cheating he had issued directives to the administration to take
stern action against this menace as using unfair means could not be tolerated.
―Teachers will be taking corrective measures to stop cheating and all those found involved shall be dealt
with harshly, and penalties imposed on all, including invigilator and staff members.‖
(Dawn 16, 27/03/2017)

CM calls for drastic measures to solve Sindh’s water woes
Murad reiterates order against dumping industrial waste
into Indus River, major water bodies
Sindh‘s chief minister has called for taking drastic measures to resolve the persisting water problems of
the province for ensuring potable water for its people.
Syed Murad Ali Shah‘s directives came during a meeting at the CM House on
Sunday. He said the Supreme Court had given clear guidelines for providing
potable water to the people of the province. ―As a matter of fact, it is our basic
responsibility to do the job honestly.‖
He directed Irrigation Secretary Jamal Mustafa Syed and the environment
department to put an end to the practice of dumping industrial waste into
Indus River or any other river, canal or sea. ―It must be treated before being disposed of.‖
He ordered devising a comprehensive plan for the purpose and taking all the stakeholders into
confidence. ―But these things must be done on priority basis.‖
He directed the managing directors of the Water & Sanitation Agency and the Karachi Water & Sewerage
Board to make their water distribution system safe and efficient.

He also told them to evolve a system of regular inspection to ensure proper implementation of standard
operating procedures, such as adding chlorine to water, cleaning storage ponds as well as timely
maintenance of sewerage systems to put an end to complaints of potable water mixing with sewage.
He directed the health department to install more incinerators as well as repair or restore the older ones
so that hospital waste could also be done away with in accordance with international standards.
He told all the relevant departments that he would inspect the water distribution systems as well as
treatment of municipal, industrial and hospital waste on surprise visits.
The meeting was also attended by Industries Minister Manzoor Wassan, Local Government Minister Jam
Khan Shoro, Chief Secretary Rizwan Memon, CM‘s Principal Secretary Naveed Kamran Baloch, LG
Secretary Ramzan Awan, Public Health Engineering Secretary Tameezuddin Khero and others.
Lately, Sindh‘s water problems have been receiving special attention from all concerned quarters,
especially the Supreme Court, which ordered on Friday that the video of its judicial commission‘s visit to
various potable water supply and sewerage sites in the province be sent to the Sindh Assembly speaker.
The top court also directed the speaker to arrange the video‘s viewing in the provincial legislature so that
the people‘s representatives could see how the government had failed to supply potable water and
provide a decent sewerage system to the citizens.
Issuing a detailed judgement on a petition about the provision of potable water and a safe environment to
the citizens of the province, a three-member bench of the apex court headed by Justice Amir Hani Muslim
also took exception to the poor performance of the irrigation department in preventing the dumping of
waste in water canals.
The court observed that the irrigation secretary had told the judicial commission that he had failed to
discharge his duties because of the hindrances created by the local administration.
(The News 13, 27/03/2017)
‘Only 230 MGD of Karachi’s water chlorinated’
KWSB MD tells judicial commission steps being taken to
ensure all water supplied to city is chlorinated
Only 230 million gallons daily (MGD) of water supplied to Karachi is chlorinated and then mixed with unchlorinated water and that is why the required results are not being achieved, Karachi Water and
Sewerage Board managing director Hashim Raza Zaidi told the judicial
commission for water and sanitation on Saturday.
The judicial Commission, headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro, was
conducting the proceedings in light of the Supreme Court‘s directives. A threemember bench of the apex court had ordered that the judicial commission formed
by it would continue working with all powers conferred on it as the issues raised in its proceedings had a
direct impact on the lives and health of the province‘s people.
The court had ordered that the judicial commission would ensure the compliance of its directives and also
take steps to see that the task force formed by the Sindh government acted on the recommendations
contained in the body‘s report.
The KWSB MD said he had recently taken charge of his office and taken some steps to improve the
situation and ensure all the water being supplied to Karachi was chlorinated.
He submitted that currently only 230 MGD was being chlorinated which was then mixed with unchlorinated water so the required results were not being achieved.

He sought a week to submit a comprehensive report on what steps had been taken and what needed to
be taken in terms of the Supreme Court‘s orders.
Irrigation secretary Jamal Mustafa Syed, who is the head of task force, submitted that several meetings
had been held to chalk out a road map for the implementation of the Supreme Court‘s orders and the
recommendations of the judicial commission. He submitted that process of collecting data was still under
way and he would submit a report on the complete mechanism for acting as per the court‘s directives.
Health secretary Fazalullah Pechuho submitted that the health department was purchasing new
incinerators and fixing the existing ones in hospitals. He also submitted that hospital waste would be
disposed of properly and he will submit a compliance report.
The commission was informed that health department was hiring a consultant to work on the current
status of medical waste at each secondary and tertiary care hospital in the province.
The consultant will also recommend which type of incinerator needed to be installed so that the hospital
waste could ne properly treated before it was disposed off.
The health secretary submitted that once the study was conducted by the consultant, the required
number of incinerators would be procured by the department as per the Sindh Public Procurement
Regulatory Authority rules and installed at hospitals.
The job vacancy for the consultant will be issued in first week of April and the study work of hospital
waste management will be completed within the first week of May.
He submitted that the consultant‘s study would be completed by the end of June. The preparation and
approval of the PC-1 and the completion of scheme will take place by June 2018.
The health secretary submitted that all hospitals heads were directed to implement the hospital waste
management rules and also categorise the types of waste by colour coding, container type and treatment
for disposal as per the schedule of the rules.
He submitted that only a few hospitals in Karachi had functioning incinerators while those in the rest of
the province did not have one at all and waste was being managed through the local municipal services.
The Hyderabad commissioner submitted that the dumping of solid waste in irrigation channel has been
stopped and sought week‘s time to submit a compliance report.
Fayaz Rasool, the manager of the Marine Pollution Control Department Karachi Port Trust sought time to
submit a compliance report. The Sepa additional director general submitted that he too would submit a
compliance report.
The commission directed the focal person to the chief secretary to submit a compliance report on the
apex court directives on reverse osmosis plants, the Solid Waste Management Board and the North
Sindh Urban Services Corporation.
(By Jamal Khurshid The News 13, 02/04/2017)
Murad asks Centre to pay remaining funds to complete K-IV
Says federal govt has released only Rs400m from its Rs12.5bn share in the scheme
Sindh‘s chief minister has urged the federal government to allocate its remaining
share for the Karachi Bulk Water Supply K-IV scheme in the next annual budget
so that the project can be completed by the end of next February.
Syed Murad Ali Shah made the request during a meeting with Frontier Works
Organisation (FWO) Director General Lt Gen Mohammad Afzal, who had called

on the chief executive with a delegation at the CM House on Saturday. Local Government Minister Jam
Khan Shoro was also in attendance.
Lt Gen Afzal said work on the first phase of the 25-billion-rupee K-IV project was under way on warfooting basis, adding that the second phase, comprising purely mechanical and electrical works, was yet
to begin.
CM Shah said the Sindh government had to release Rs12.5 billion for the scheme, adding that Rs6 billion
had been allocated for the present fiscal year, of which Rs3 billion were released and the remaining were
yet to be paid out.
He said his government would complete its part of the deal by allocating Rs6.5 billion for the project in the
next budget, and urged the Centre to allocate its due share for the scheme.
So far the federal government has allocated Rs1 billion for the fiscal year 2016-17, against which it has
released only Rs400 million, he added.
The chief executive also reviewed the progress of the Karachi-Thatta dual carriageway project, and was
told that the work on the scheme was under way on war-footing basis.
He appreciated the pace of work and urged the LG minister to sign an agreement with the FWO for the
second phase of the K-IV project so that mechanical and electrical works, such as installation of pumping
stations, could be started in August. ―I want this scheme to be completed by February 2018.‖
(The News 13, 02/04/2017)
DHA residents cry foul over water crisis
A large number of Defence Housing Authority (DHA) residents protested against the Clifton Cantonment
Board (CBC) over the prevailing water crises and the extra charge of Rs500 on each water tanker.
The residents and elected representatives exchanged heated arguments and
threatened each other of dire consequences at the CBC office on Tuesday.
―We already pay annual water tax and still don‘t get tap water,‖ said Saamia Alvi, a
resident of Khayaban-e-Shahbaz. ―CBC, instead of providing us water, which is their
responsibility, has started getting Rs500 on each tanker. They send us threatening messages to pay
otherwise legal action will be taken. When we insist that water be provided to us, CBC officials suggest
that we should shift to some other place where abundant water is available.‖
Advertisement
CBC barred from collecting tax
According to residents in many areas, there were no water lines and residents are left at the mercy of
tanker services alone. ―In this month, we have gotten six tankers and have to pay Rs3,000 for it,‖ said
Mujtaba Ahmed, who has been living in Phase VI since 1998 but has not received tap water as yet.
Mrs Adeeda, a councillor of the area, told The Express Tribune that when dozens of residents reached
the CBC Office, the chief executive officer asked them to leave the office instead of resolving the
matter. ―We argued about water crises and overcharging in the name of tanker service and they asked
us to seek judiciary‘s help for relief and raise this issue in the assembly,‖ she said, expressing dismay
over the attitude of CBC. ―The residents pay annual taxes ranging from Rs10,000 to Rs50,000 and they
[must] deliver the services free of charge [after that],‖ she said.
Cogen Plant: DHA residents’ dream goes sour
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf MPA Samar Ali Khan, who has been elected from the area, said that residents
have planned a protest in front of CBC Office on Thursday. He was of the view that the residents who pay
the taxes have a right to demand answers about overcharging in the name of water tanker services.

―They [CBC] are giving us lame excuses,‖ he said. ―In DHA Phase VIII, the houses are built but there are
no water lines. What does it mean? It is citizens‘ right to be provided tap water. The CBC must set up the
infrastructure and provide water to every household.‖
Why the extra charges?
Aziz Soharwardi, the vice-president of CBC, said that around 1,300 houses get free of charge water in
DHA and CBC has to face a deficit of Rs400 million in provision of water and recovery of water tax. ―We
spend around Rs700 million on water in the entire DHA and recover only Rs300 million a year,‖ he said,
adding that the board has decided to charge Rs500 per tanker as services delivery to fill the gap.
When asked why the 1,300 particular houses are being supplied water free of charge, he said we cannot
do anything because they are influential people. He added that in the open market, the price of single
water tanker ranges from Rs1,300 to Rs1,500, but CBC only charges Rs500.
Aftermath: Clifton, DHA to face acute shortage of water
Another resident, Saadia, referred to the agreement signed with the CBC and said they are already
paying the water tax. ―As per this agreement, CBC has to provide us tap water,‖ she said. ―Why should
we give extra Rs500 on each tanker at the cost of 1,300 influential people who don‘t pay water tax?‖ She
added that a group of residents will go to court against the CBC.
(By Hafeez Tunio The Express Tribune 13, 05/04/2017)

Water and power share: Cabinet deplores Centre’s discriminatory treatment
The Sindh Cabinet on Wednesday lashed out at the Centre, observing that the province was being
―meted out step motherly treatment‖ with respect to unjustified water distribution and prolonged power
outages.
The cabinet meeting, held under the chairmanship of Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah, maintained
that crops were turning pale while human beings and animals were are suffering from the sweltering
weather due to water and power shortage.
All the provincial ministers, special assistants, chief secretary Rizwan Memon and other officers attended
the meeting.
The agenda of the meeting was prolonged power outages and water shortage. The ongoing second
phase of census exercise was also discussed in the meeting.
Secretary energy Agha Wasif, while briefing the cabinet on power cuts, said the Hyderabad Electric
Supply Company (Hesco) was subjecting people to four to 16-hour-long power outages.
Elaborating on how the power cuts were related to feeder losses, he said if the feeder losses were 20
percent, power cuts would be four to six hours long; in case 20 to 30 percent loss, six to eight-hour-long
power cuts; 30 to 40 percent feeder losses means 10 hour power outage; 40 to 50 percent loss means 12
hour power shutdown; and 50 to 60 percent feeder losses means 16 hour power outage, and the rural
areas of the province are facing such a worst situation.
He said Sukkur Electric Power Supply Company (Sepco) was power shutdowns around four hours in
district headquarters, six hours in taluka headquarters, eight hours in rural areas, and the power outages
could also be hours long in some cases.
The cabinet expressed its displeasure that the Hesco and Sepco were recovering power bills from
residential consumers through the NAB. The cabinet unanimously termed it an unacceptable practise.

Talking about the K-Electric, Agha Wasif said that where feeder loses were 40 percent, the KE was
observing two-and-a-half hour power shutdown; 25 percent losses means two hour power cuts; and an
hour-long power shutdown where the feeder losses were 15 percent.
Discussing the reasons of power shutdowns, he said the peak demand in the country up to March 31,
was 17970 MW and in April 2017 it came down to 15600 MW. Another reason, he counted, was the low
recovery of dues from private consumers. ―The inefficiency of the Disco, weak transmission and
distribution system and delayed maintenance of the Gencos are also contributing factors in prolonged
power shutdowns.‖
Stating other reasons, he they were the gap between determined tariff verses actual cost, the circular
debt as on March 31, was Rs385 billion, the outstanding dues of gas companies were estimated at Rs125
billion, the net IPPS payable was more than Rs100 billion, and the KE was facing a shortage of 400 MW
due to reduced gas supply.
He said the SSGC was supplying gas to the KE at a critical level. Last year in April, the KE was getting
208 mmcfd and at this time the power utility was getting only 120 mmcfd. As a result, the gas-based
power generation capacity could not be fully utilised by power utility, he added.
―This has created a shortfall of 400 MW in the city. Therefore, power cuts have also been increased up to
six hours.‖
Giving payment details made to the Hesco and the Sepco against powers bills of government
departments, Wasif said Rs27.398 billion were to be paid as a full and final settlement of all dues from
July 2010 to July 2016.
He said so far Rs22.83 billion, including Rs8.525 billion to the Hesco and Rs14.305 billion to the Sepco,
had been made. ―The total bill of Rs1.069 billion has also been cleared which is up to December 2016.‖
On this, the chief minister directed the finance and energy secretary to clear all the remaining dues.
It was also pointed out that electricity bill of the KWSB from June 2016 to Feb 2017 was Rs4.796 billion,
the KMC and CDGK owed arrears of Rs952 million to the power utility.
The chief minister said the Sindh government was paying the KWSB electricity bills every month.
Briefing on census
The provincial census chief also briefed the cabinet about the second phase of the ongoing census
exercise.
Chief secretary Rizwan Memon said his house had not been counted so far.
He said only a census team visited him to count his family members and instead of asking him questions
mentioned in the questionnaire, they asked him about the arms licenses.
The chief minister asked Memon that who asked him that question. Memon replied that it was a Pakistan
Navy official.
The chief minister directed the provincial census chief to convey the reservation of the cabinet to the
census commissioner. The cabinet also expressed its reservation on keeping the counting secret from the
family members concerned.
Water shortage
Secretary irrigation Jamal Shah said that early kharif crop had started from April 1 to June 10 and late
kharif started from June 11 to September 30.

He said during the last 10 days of March, the water shortage had reached 50 to 55 percent, while the
Indus River System Authority (Irsa) had anticipated 17 percent shortage. He said the officials concerned
had wisely responded to the shortage.
(The News 14, 06/04/2017)
Water crisis may deepen as supply from Hub slashed
As water supply from Hub Dam to the city has been slashed by more than half by the Water and Power
Development Authority,
various parts of the metropolis are likely to face severe water shortage, according to the Karachi Water
and Sewerage Board.
The crisis may deepen if the supply is not restored immediately.
The KWSB spokesperson in a statement issued on Thursday said that Baldia Town, Surjani, Orangi,
Qasba Colony, Banaras Colony, Paharganj, North Nazimabad, Saeedabad, SITE Town, Frontier Colony,
Faqeer Colony, Farid Colony, Zia Colony, Ittehad Town and other areas could face water shortage.
He said the city was getting 100 million gallons a day from the Hub Dam but since April 3 the Water and
Power Development Authority that manages the dam slashed the supply by 60 million gallons a day and
currently only 40mgd was being supplied to Karachi.
The KWSB spokesperson said Wapda had cut the supply on the pretext that the water board had not paid
its dues, which was incorrect because payment was being made on a regular basis. The water board had
paid Rs2 million in February 2017 and another instalment of Rs2m would be paid in a day or two, added
the KWSB spokesperson.
(By Bhagwandas Dawn 17, 07/04/2017)
Sindh barrages facing 40% water shortage
All three barrages of Sindh – Guddu, Sukkur and Kotri – are facing 40% water shortage, despite all three
off-taking canals of the Guddu Barrage and three right-pocket canals of the Sukkur Barrage being closed
for April. Irrigation authorities have advised growers to opt for late sowing of kharif crops to avoid water
shortage.
Due to low rainfall in the catchment areas last year, the main reservoir of the Tarbela Dam was not filled
to its full capacity and as a result it reached its dead level last month, which is 1,380 feet. Authorities
started operating it on a run-of-the-river basis. Irrigation authorities are also blaming the meteorological
department for its wrong and misleading weather forecasts, claiming that comparatively more rains were
expected during the monsoon season of 2016, due to which authorities delayed filling the dams.
Sukkur Barrage Control Room incharge Abdul Aziz Soomro said on Sunday the pond level at the Tarbela
Dam was 1,391.06 feet and the inflow was 30,400 cusecs and outflow 25,000 cusecs. The upstream at
the Guddu Barrage was 34,283 cusecs and as all its off-taking canals, including the Ghotki feeder, Pat
Feeder and Begari are closed, the same volume of the water is being released in its downstream.
Advertisement
Climate change impact: Per capita water share falls to 1,032 cubic metres
According to him, at the Sukkur Barrage the upstream was 28,115 cusecs, of which 20,765 cusecs of
water was being released in its left pocket canals, while all three canals in the right pocket have been
closed for a month. Similarly, 6,350 cusecs of water is being released in its downstream. The Kotri
Barrage is receiving 2,945 cusecs of water but no water is being released in its downstream.
Soomro said that due to last week‘s rainfall in the catchment areas, the pond level at the Tarbela Dam
has risen from 1,380 feet to 1391.06 feet, due to which the water situation at all the three barrages has
improved a little but a shortage of 40% is still being faced. ―If no more rainfall occurs in the coming days,

we might face an acute water shortage till June,‖ he warned. Though the kharif season is going to start
from April 15, during which key crops of cotton, sugarcane and paddy is sown, we have advised growers
to sow these crops in May due to the water shortage, explained Soomro.
Retired chief engineer at the irrigation department and an expert on water issues, Noor Mohammad
Baloch, told The Express Tribune that he held both the Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda)
and Indus River System Authority (Irsa) responsible for the recent water shortage. He also raised an
accusing finger at the Sindh government that failed to deal with the situation.
Shortages galore: ‘Insane, unsustainable policies’ behind water crisis, says Senators
According to him, all the water reservoirs are meant for providing water for irrigation purposes, which is a
top priority while producing electricity is secondary. ―Irsa wanted to fill the dams and Wapda wanted to
produce more electricity to minimise load-shedding and thus more water was utilised for producing
electricity,‖ he said. ―Besides this, the Sindh government should have sensed the gravity of the situation
but it didn‘t. Resultantly, today we are 40% short of water for irrigation purposes. Let‘s hope for more
rains in the catchment areas, which is the only solution to our problem.‖
(By Sarfaraz Memon The Express Tribune 14, 10/04/2017)
KE’s inefficiency has put water supply to city at risk: KWSB chief
Zaidi announces the water utility‘s contingency plan for the approaching summer
The water utility chief said on Wednesday that the electricity company‘s ―inefficiency‖, with persistent
interruptions of power supply to the Dhabeji pumping stations, had put the system of providing water to
the city at risk.
Addressing his first news conference at his office after taking over as the managing director of the
Karachi Water & Sewerage Board (KWSB), Hashim Raza Zaidi said all-out efforts were being made for
equitable water distribution to the citizens.
Zaidi added that various water projects were near completion and that they would alleviate a lot of the
problems that the people had been braving. ―Despite limited resources, efforts are under way to provide
water to the citizens.‖
He said that in view of the Met Office‘s forecast of hot weather in the coming months, the KWSB had
started implementing its contingency plan, for which a summary had been forwarded to Sindh‘s chief
minister for supplying free water tankers to the localities where required.
He hoped that with a variety of measures being adopted, the water situation in the city would improve. He
said that after completion of three water projects – K-IV and two others that would be capable of
supplying 110mgd and 65mgd – the situation would improve further.
‗KE main hurdle‘
Lashing out at K-Electric, Zaidi said the government was paying Rs550 million a month to the company
but it continued disrupting power supply with sudden breakdowns. ―This is causing a lot of damage to the
Dhabeji pumping stations.‖
Accusing KE of being the main hurdle in smooth water supply to the city, he said the frequent
breakdowns caused water shortage and it took the KWSB 72 hours to resume provision of water to the
people.
Making changes
Zaidi said strict action would be taken against all employees of the water utility who were involved in
corruption. He added that in view of the approaching summer, an immediate ban had been imposed on
bulk water supply connections.

On the subject of construction of high-rises across the city, the KWSB chief said a ban had been imposed
on water connections to such buildings.
He expressed his disappointment over the performance of the officials of the utility‘s recovery department
because they failed to achieve their monthly target of retrieving Rs1.3 billion. ―Efforts are under way for
better recovery. Bulk water consumers usually delay paying their bills.‖
Beating the heat
Zaidi said the KWSB had chalked out a comprehensive plan for providing relief to the citizens during hot
weather. He said he was keeping a close watch over the water that needed to be stored, adding that
Sindh‘s local government minister was supporting the KWSB to overcome the shortage.
Elaborating on the utility‘s contingency plan, he said bulk meters had been installed at six hydrants
through which they would find out how much water was being sold and this would increase the KWSB‘s
revenue, adding that water theft would also be curbed.
The water utility chief said the valve operation was being strictly monitored, adding that he was personally
keeping a check on the valve men as well as the registers listing their duties.
―The valve men‘s duty reports are submitted daily to the LG minister because the CM has warned that he
will not tolerate any negligence aggravating the water crisis.‖
Zaidi hoped that the people of Karachi would not be made to suffer heatstroke or water shortage. He said
emergency centres would be set up by the KWSB, even though it was the responsibility of the health
department.
He admitted that there was a shortage of water but, he said, the water utility was trying to overcome the
crisis. ―The Hub Dam has also dried up and demand of water increases during hot weather.‖
He said the KWSB was conducting a survey to stop all kinds of leakages that cause water shortage.
―Karachi is presently receiving 550mgd against the demand of 1,100mgd.‖
(By Fasahat Mohiuddin The News 13, 20/04/2017)
People in Sindh still travelling miles for potable water, decry MPAS
Opposition lawmakers cried foul over the severe water crises in Karachi and other districts of Sindh.
The MPAs said that despite the government‘s tall claims, people in various districts of the province are
still traveling miles in search of potable water. ―Thatta was once the capital of this province but
unfortunately no one takes notice of the water crisis there,‖ said Pakistan Muslim League – Nawaz MPA
Syed Ameer Hyder Shah while moving a call attention notice.
―[Keenjhar Lake] is located near Thatta city and the bulk of the water is being supplied to Karachi. But no
concrete measures have been taken in our areas where water has now become rare commodity,‖ he
said, adding that a scheme was also planned in the budget to provide water from Dhabeji to Thatta,
Gharo and Gujjo towns but nothing has been done so far.
Advertisement
No water shortage in Karachi, claims KWSB head
Muttahida Qaumi Movement‘s (MQM) Sabir Qaimkhani said that the same situation persists in
Hyderabad. He said that ideally, the government ideally should store at least 15 days‘ worth of water to
cope with crisis-like situations but all mechanisms have collapsed. ―One hundred million gallons of water
is required daily but the municipality only has the capacity of 60 million and releases four million gallons
per day,‖ he said.

Kamran Akhtar of the MQM also raised the issue of the water crisis in his constituency in Karachi‘s
District West and said the government had promised to resolve water the crises but the concerned
authorities have not lived up to their pledges.
Local Government Minister Jam Khan Shoro blamed the hours-long loadshedding at pumping stations for
the situation and asked, ―What can we do with around 16 to 20 hours of loadshedding?‖ He said that his
party is on the roads against the power and energy crisis, which has made the people‘s lives miserable. ―I
request all opposition members to help us in this cause, because the entire Sindh is suffering from water
and power crisis,‖ he said.
WASA blames HESCO for water shortage in Hyderabad
Shoro was of the view that government had taken drastic measures to deal with the water situation in
Karachi, Hyderabad and other districts of the province. ―We have given the K-IV scheme for Karachi,
which will be completed by 2018 and the government will include a mega drinking water project for
Hyderabad city in the upcoming budget,‖ he said, adding that new water lines are also being laid down in
Karachi and Hyderabad districts.
The local government minister also criticised the opposition parties and said, ―Illegal hydrants have been
big cause of water scarcity in Karachi and a few political parties and influential people were also running
these illegal hydrants, which have not been demolished‖.
Shoro said that he did not want to disclose names of the parties but he was in possession officials.
―Everyone knows who was running the illegal hydrant near Garden,‖ said the minister, adding that there
are a total seven hydrants in the city and all are legal.
‘Sindh is suffering from more than 50% water shortage’
―After the K-IV scheme, we will get rid of hydrants,‖ he announced.
Other issues
The assembly was informed that around 21 health centres are closed in Sindh. This was revealed by
Health Minister Dr Sikandar Mandhro during the question and answer session. He said that some of
these centres are closed because the staff requirement has not been finalised while some centres are
under construction.
Pakistan Muslim League – Functional MPA Mahtab Akbar Rashdi also raised the issue of the posting of
headmasters and said that many candidates have passed the Institute of Business Administration test for
positions and are still waiting for orders. The education minister assured the MPA that the issue would be
resolved in a few days as it is currently under process.
Sindh barrages facing 40% water shortage
Some members also spoke about the shortage of gunny bags and shared the plight of growers who are
facing difficulties in getting government issued wheat bags also known as ‗bardana‘.
Later, the speaker adjourned the session till Tuesday.
(By Hafeez Tunio The Express Tribune 13, 25/04/2017)
Water commission sets second deadline for compliance reports
Provincial secretaries, other respondents given till May 20 to submit comments
The provincial chief secretary, irrigation secretary, local government secretary and others were directed
by the judicial commission probing Sindh's water and sanitation issues to appear before the probe body
on May 20 and submit compliance reports as per the Supreme Court‘s directives.
The notices were issued by the judicial commission headed by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro in light
of the apex court‘s directives.

SC‘s three-member bench had ordered that the judicial commission constituted by the court shall
continue to work with all powers conferred on it since the issues in the proceedings had a direct impact on
the life and health of the public of Sindh.
The court ordered that the commission shall ensure compliance of the directions of the court and shall
also take steps to see that the Task Force constituted by the Sindh government complied with the
recommendations contained in the report.
The commission had directed the chief secretary, secretaries of local bodies, irrigation, health
department, industries, managing director Karachi Water and Sewerage Board, director general Sindh
Environmental Protection Agency, managing director SITE, Sindh Solid Waste Management Board and
others to explain why the SC‘s orders have not been complied as well as why recommendations issued
by the judicial commission have not been made.
The top government officials were previously directed by the judicial commission to do the same on
March 31, and had sought a report on April 1.
In connection with the case, the SC had on March 6 ordered the removal of the then KWSB MD, directing
the Sindh chief secretary to immediately appoint a suitable cadre officer to the post KWSB MD‘s post as
well as irrigation and law secretaries.
Hearing the petition seeking provision of clean drinking water and safe environment to the citizens of
Sindh, a three-member bench of the apex court headed by Justice Amir Hani Muslim observed that
billions of rupees allocated for the supply of clean drinking water and an effective sewerage system had
been wasted by the criminal negligence of the government functionaries.
The court had also observed at the hearing that cases should be registered against government officials
involved in the negligence.
(The News 14, 15/05/2017)
Water crisis worsens in city
The water crisis worsened on Wednesday when a major pump stopped working at Karachi Water and
Sewerage Board`s (KWSB) Pipri plant, causing a shortfall of 13MGD.
A number of areas, including Landhi, Korangi, Gulshan-i-Iqbal, Clifton and Karsaz, were affected.
`The pump`s motor burned after receiving a sudden surge in the electricity supply in the afternoon. The
utility will try to replace the motor, otherwise its repair will take a week,` said KWSB spokesperson Rizwan
Hyder, adding that the problem had further aggravated the water crisis.
K-Electric, he said, was carrying out `undeclared` loadshedding in the city which had affected supplies
from the COD filter plant, an important KWSB installation, as well as at its distribution points in Sakhi
Hassan, North Karachi and Gulshan-iIqbal.
`Loadshedding in these areas has caused water shortagein areasincluding Gulshan-i-Iqbal, Shanti Nagar,
Manzoor Colony and Pir Colony,` he explained.
Asked about the total shortfall the city presently faces, he said it was difficult to measure.
(Dawn 18, 24/05/2017)
Another protest against CBC over water crisis

Residents of Defence Housing Authority (DHA) and Clifton (CBC) staged yet another protest outside the

Cantonment Board Clifton (CBC) office, demanding supply of water in the area through the water lines.
Led by Najeeb Wali, former vice-president of CBC, the protesters gathered outside the office Thursday
morning. Holding placards that read ‗End to Corruption‘, ‗Supply Water‘ and ‗Either Provide Water or
Resign‘, the protesters shouted slogans against the authorities.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf MPA Khurrum Sher Zaman also joined the protesters. He was of the view that
since water is a basic right, the residents must get it. Zaman added that all the protesters are taxpayers
yet they are forced to protest for their rights. He criticised the provincial government for not taking any
constructive measures to increase the supply of water to the city.
Advertisement
DHA residents cry foul over water crisis
Former CBC Vice-President Wali said that the residents are paying thousands of rupees in taxes. ―Yet we
are forced to buy water from the tanker mafia,‖ he said, adding that a 3,000-gallon tanker cost Rs5,000
while four to five tankers are required to fulfil the demand of a single house. ―If the elected
representatives of CBC cannot provide services to us against of our taxes, they should
immediately resign.‖
Talking to The Express Tribune, resident Muhammad Sohail wondered if posh areas have
to suffer from such scarcity of water, how people would be surviving in the impoverished areas of the city.
He added that the local representatives of the areas, be they MPAs or MNAs, join the residents in the
protests for photo sessions. ―We are sure they are getting water at their homes,‖ he said. ―They were
elected by us yet they have done nothing for our issues.‖
Sania Shehbaz, a resident of DHA Phase VI, said that they are spending around Rs180,000 on water
besides the taxes they pay to CBC. ―How could this be justified?‖
No water shortage in Karachi, claims KWSB head
She mentioned that things are worse in the newly developed Phase VIII, where even water pipelines have
not been laid. She added that this is because the authorities are determined not to supply any water to
the residents so that tanker mafia can earn more money.
(By SHEHARYAR ALI The Express Tribune 14, 26/05/2017)
150mgd water shortage in city after main line burst
One of the 72-inch-dia pipelines bringing water to the city burst early on Tuesday morning, causing a
shortage of around 150 million gallons of water to the metropolis, it is learnt.
A statement issued by the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board says that the repair work on the burst
pipeline had immediately been started but it was expected to take around 30 hours and the city was
expected to resume receiving its normal supply of over 500mgd of water from Thursday. It has urged the
people to conserve water and use it carefully till normal supply resumed.
Responding to Dawn queries, KWSB spokesperson Rizwan Haider said that electricity supply to the
water board‘s pumping station at Dhabeji was disrupted owing to which back pressure mounted in the 72inch pipeline, which could not sustain it and burst. He said that immediately the valves and water gates
were shut but in the meantime around 28 million gallons of water had come out of the burst pipeline and
had inundated around a two-square-kilometre area in the vicinity.
He said that heavy machinery was immediately dispatched to the site and repair work was started, but it
would take around 30 hours to repair the damaged pipe and the city would continue to receive at least
150mgd of water less than its normal supply of over 500mgd. He said the repair works would continue
round the clock without any break till the water supply resumed.

He said that despite repeated requests to the electricity company‘s power supply did not remain normal
and voltage drops were a common phenomenon, which resulted in frequent breakdowns of the water
board‘s pumps and motors, leading to water shortages in the city. The water board also has to spend a
huge amount on the repair and replacement of its heavy machinery and equipment at the water board‘s
Dhabeji, Pipri and North East Karachi installations, he said.
The city has already been suffering from an acute shortage of water. Protest demonstrations against
water scarcity are almost a daily phenomenon on main roads.
The shortage would just add to the water woes of Karachiites.
(Dawn 17, 21/06/2017)
CM demands funds for completion of K-IV project
Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah urged upon the federal government to allocate its complete share of K-IV
project in the next budget so that it could be completed by the end of February next year.
He said this while talking to Frontier Works Organisation (FWO) Director-General Lt Gen Mohammad
Afzal, who called on him along with his delegation at the CM House. local Government Minister Jam Khan
Shoro also attended the meeting.
The DG said that work on the Rs25-billion K-IV project‘s phase I was in progress on ‗war footings‘. The
second phase of the project, which is purely of mechanical and electrical works, has yet to be started.
Advertisement
Sindh’s share
The chief minister said the Sindh government has to release Rs12.5 billion, of which Rs6 billion have
been allocated for fiscal year 2016-2017. Of this amount, Rs3 billion has been released and the
remaining is being released, he said.
Punjab consumes 42% of total gas, produces only 3%, says Sindh CM in letter to Nawaz
Murad said that in the next budget, his government would allocate Rs6.5 billion, completing its total share,
and urged upon the federal government to allocate its entire amount.
Centre’s share
At present, the federal government has allocated Rs1 billion in the fiscal 2016-2017, of which it has
released only Rs400 million.
The chief minister also reviewed the progress of the Karachi-Thatta Dual Carriageway, on which work
was in progress.
Sindh CM to give Rs2-billion subsidy to launch fleet of 600 vehicles
The chief minister appreciated the pace of work and directed the local government minister to sign an
agreement with FWO for K-IV phase II so that mechanical and electrical works such as installation of
pumping stations could be started from August. ―I want this project to be completed by February 2018,‖
he said.
(By Hafeez Tunio The Express Tribune 15, 02/04/2017)
Judicial commission allows a week’s time for report on implementation on clean water supply
The Supreme Court (SC)-formed judicial commission directed on Saturday task force members to submit
their reports within one week regarding progress on implementation of its recommendations regarding
supply of clean drinking water, improvement of deteriorating sanitation conditions and checking growing
pollution.

Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court, who is heading the judicial commission,
passed these directives during implementation proceedings on its recommendations on supply of clean
drinking water, deteriorating sanitation conditions and its impact on the environment.
The SC had recently conferred more powers on the inquiry commission to initiate implementation
proceedings as the provincial authorities failed to improve the water and sanitation conditions.
Advertisement
Judicial commission gets high court powers to implement its orders
At the outset of the hearing, the focal person to the provincial chief secretary, Dr Saeed Ahmed Qureshi,
produced a notification regarding his nomination to assist the commission on behalf of the chief secretary.
He also requested for one week‘s time to furnish reports in respect of compliance with the Supreme
Court‘s orders regarding the reverse osmosis plants, solid waste management and North Sindh Urban
Services Corporation (NSUSC).
The additional advocate-general, Barrister Ghulam Mustafa Mahesar, and the provincial irrigation
secretary, Jamal Mustafa Syed, informed the commission that a task force had been constituted in
compliance of the apex court‘s orders and it had held several meetings to carve out a roadmap for the
implementation of the recommendations of the commission as well as the SC.
Water supply: Probe likely against Sindh high-ups
The secretary said the process of collecting data was still underway and he would be able to submit a
comprehensive report showing a complete structure for carrying out the directions and recommendations
within one week.
On his request, the commission granted him one week‘s time so that further directions could be passed.
The managing director of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB), Hashim Zaidi, informed the
commission that in light of the recommendations made by the commission and the SC, he had already
started work and has taken steps to control the situation and ensure that all the water being supplied to
the people of Karachi was chlorinated.
SC orders removal of KWSB managing director, secretaries
According to him, nearly 230 million gallons per day was being chlorinated currently, which was then
mixed with the non-chlorinated water. Therefore, the required results are not being achieved, he added.
However, he sought one week‘s time to submit a comprehensive report as to what steps were taken and
were needed in terms of the orders passed by the SC.
The commission granted him one week time to do so.
The provincial health secretary, Fazlullah Pechuho, said the health department had started work and was
in the process of either purchasing new incinerators or rehabilitating the ones already installed in the
hospitals.
Judicial commission submits report after six-week-long fact-finding mission
The secretary said orders had also been issued to the officials concerned to take immediate steps to
dispose of the rest of the hospital waste, which was not infected. He assured the commission that he will
furnish a report by April 8.
The commissioner of Hyderabad said he had recently taken over the charge and held meetings with the
officials concerned. The commissioner said he has been informed that the dumping of solid waste in
irrigation channels had been stopped. He requested for a week‘s time to submit a detailed report.

The manager of the Karachi Port Trust‘s marine pollution control department, Fayaz Rasool, said a
meeting had been scheduled for April 5 in which a plan will be devised to implement the court‘s directives
to take steps for controlling growing marine pollution due to dumping of the untreated toxic industrial
waste and sewerage into the sea.
No more high-rise buildings, says judicial commission
He requested for time to furnish a report by April 8. The commission allowed him time.
The additional director-general of the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency, SM Yahya, also requested
the commissioner to grant him time till April 8 to file a report regarding compliance of the directives
passed by the apex court to take action against the industries causing pollution and the violators of the
environmental laws.
Allowing request, the commission granted him time. The next hearing was fixed on April 8.
(By Naeem Sahoutara The Express Tribune 13, 02/04/2017)
Murad urges Centre to help in timely completion of K-IV project
Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah urged the federal government on Saturday to allocate its complete
share for the K-IV project in the next budget to enable its completion within a year.
Mr Shah said the project was meant to be completed by the end of Feb 2018, which was why the
provision of the federal government‘s component was vital.
CM Shah said this while speaking to the director general of the Frontier Works Organisation (FWO), Lt
Gen Mohammad Afzal, who called on him leading a delegation at CM House. Local Government Minister
Jam Khan assisted the chief minister during the meeting.
The FWO DG said work on Rs25 billion phase I of the K-IV project was in progress in which all possible
effort had been made to complete it by the scheduled time. He said phase II of the project, which mainly
featured mechanical and electrical works, would be begun later.
Chief Minister Shah said the Sindh government had to release a total of Rs12.5bn — half of the total cost
— against which Rs6bn had been allocated during the current fiscal year. He said the provincial
government had released Rs3bn while the remaining funds were also being released on priority.
Murad Ali Shah said his government would allocate the remaining Rs6.5bn of its share in the next fiscal,
thus, it would be releasing what it was meant to invest for the project, which was vitally important for the
increasing water needs of the growing population in the metropolis.
In the meantime, Mr Shah urged the federal government to replicate what the Sindh government had
planned for the next financial year and allocate the remaining funds for the project as Islamabad should
do according to the agreed financial planning for the scheme.
The meeting was told that at present the federal government had allocated Rs1bn for the current financial
year against which it had released only Rs400 million.
CM Shah also reviewed progress on the Karachi-Thatta dual carriageway on which he was informed that
work was in progress as per schedule.
He appreciated the pace of work and urged the local government minister to sign an agreement with the
FWO for K-IV phase II so that mechanical and electrical works, which included installation of pumping
stations, could begin in August.
―I want to see this project completed by Feb 2018 as it is extremely important for Karachi,‖ said the chief
minister.

(Dawn 17, 02/04/2017)
Most parts of city remain without water
Most parts of the city had to go without water for several hours on Thursday when the Dhabeji pumping
station under the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) faced a sudden shutdown.
While the KWSB blamed the shutdown on K-Electric for suspending power supply to the pumping station,
the power utility held the water board responsible for what it described as ‗its internal fault‘.
According to the KWSB, there was an hour-long power failure from 4pm to 4.55pm at the Dhabeji
pumping station which suspended water supplies to most parts of the city.
―Although electricity supply resumed in an hour, it would take hours to resume water supply to the city,‖
said KWSB spokesperson Rizwan Hyder, adding that 16 pumps out of 22 stopped functioning when
electricity went off.
Advertisement
According to him, power failures have occurred many times this year at the Dhabeji pumping station,
which also faces persistent power fluctuation in its supplies.
―Three of our pumps have so far broken down due to high fluctuation. One has been replaced whereas
the other had to be repaired,‖ he said.
The K-Electric, he said, had been reminded of these problems many times. ―Earlier, we were told that old
cables were causing problem so the KWSB got them replaced six months ago with the help of K-Electric.
But fluctuation is still there, which is a serious threat to the pumping station.‖
He warned that if electricity problems continued at Dhabeji, water situation could become worse in the
city, already being supplied half (550MGD) of its total demand (1,200MGD).
The K-Electric staff stationed at Dhabeji, he said, was of no help as they had no control over fluctuated
supplies from the source.
―The Hub Dam is also going dry since there have been no rains. The Water and Power Development
Authority (the dam regulator) has recently reduced supplies from the dam to the city, first to 40MGD and
then increased it to 60MGD when the media raised the issue,‖ he explained.
K-Electric, however, refuted KWSB‘s stance over the Dhabeji pumping station shutdown and stated that
there was no disruption in power supply to the facility.
―Power supply to the city, including the Dhabeji pumping station, is as per routine. K-Electric provides all
possible support to the KWSB and its strategic installations are exempted from load-shedding,‖ said a
statement from the power utility.
―We have surveyed our supply at Dhabeji recently and there is no issue in the supply. Pump malfunctions
and other internal faults are not part of K-Electric‘s purview.
―KE has also invested significantly to provide primary as well as backup feeder facility at the Dhabeji
pumping station, where a technical team remains on standby to give priority to any issues at the KWSB
facility,‖ added the statement.
It also urged the KWSB management to invest in system upgrade.
(By Faiza Ilyas Dawn 17, 14/04/2017)
Issue of water shortage, unfiltered supply echoes in assembly

Local Government Minister Jam Khan Shoro on Monday blamed the federal government for carrying out
up to 16 hours of load-shedding in Hyderabad, Thatta and other parts of Sindh that resulted in an acute
water shortage in the province.
He said this while responding to the call-attention notices of three lawmakers — engineer Sabir
Qaimkhani and Kamran Akhtar of the Muttahida Qaumi Movement and Ameer Haider Sheerazi of the
PML-Nawaz — who raised the issue of water shortage and unfiltered supply in the province, including
Karachi, Hyderabad, Thatta and Gharo.
The same issue also echoed during the discussion on two quarterly reports of the provincial budget for
financial year 2016-17 when five opposition legislators called upon the government to expedite the
execution of K-4 water supply project and to improve water supply.
Minister Shoro said that the reason of disruption of water supply in interior of Sindh was 16 hours of loadshedding by the Water and Power Development Authority.
The PPP was already protesting against it, he said and asked the MQM legislators to join his party‘s
protest.
He said besides taking care of the existing source of water and filter plants, people of Hyderabad would
be gifted a big water plant in the upcoming budget to improve filtered water supply.
He said in Karachi the K-4 and other projects would be completed by 2018.
The minister criticised past governments which he said failed to take any practical steps to overcome the
increasing water crisis in Sindh, including Karachi.
He said it was the PPP which had initiated the K-4 project and three projects to provide 65 million gallons
daily. It also replaced and renovated decades-old pumping machines and initiated work on laying new
water lines.
He said different parties during their rule in Sindh were involved in setting up illegal hydrant to steal water.
However, at present only seven hydrants were operational in the city as some 72 illegal hydrants were
demolished and many illegal underground water connections were also cut off.
The government had installed reverse-osmosis (RO) plants in Karachi and other cities to improve water
supply. However, he conceded that a few of them were non-operational due to brackish water.
Budget discussion
On Monday, when the assembly reassembled after a two-day break, five more legislators from the
opposition benches spoke.
Criticising the government performance, they said the PPP despite remaining in power for the past nine
years and spending billions of rupees in the name of development schemes failed to bring any
improvement in the life of the common man because development funds were either unspent because of
non-execution of projects or embezzled.
Jamal Ahmad of the MQM said although schemes of opposition lawmakers had been made part of the
budget for the past many years, the government did not release funds.
He said that the PPP government was neither releasing any fund to elected representatives nor giving
any power to the Karachi mayor to carry out development.
PML-F‘s Nusrat Sehar Abbasi said that the assembly was discussing the budget but neither ministers nor
secretaries were present in the official gallery to take notes. She said this was an era of bad governance

in Sindh. The PPP was protesting against load-shedding but why did it not paying any heed towards
water scarcity and corruption, she asked.
Dr Zafar Kamali of the MQM said that the situation in Sindh remained unchanged despite the
government‘s claim that it had allocated billions of rupees in the provincial budget. Soon after
announcement of the new budget members of the treasury benches could be seen driving new cars, he
said.
Khurram Sherzaman of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf stressed the need for paying attention to direct taxes
in the new budget. He said indirect taxes be avoided as they directly affected the common man.
Saeed Khan Nizamani of the PML-F said that the PPP government had totally ignored the constituencies
of the opposition legislators. This is injustice as it was the responsibility of every government to look after
everyone living in the province with equity and justice.
Cricketer Younis Khan greeted
Before the house was adjourned at 6pm to meet on Tuesday, the assembly unanimously adopted a
resolution tabled by PTI‘s Khurram Sherzaman with signatures from MPAs across the house to
congratulate former Pakistan skipper Younis Khan on completion of his 10,000 runs in Test cricket.
The Sindh Assembly greeted Mr Khan for becoming the first Pakistani batsman to achieve the milestone
of 10,000 runs.
Earlier, at the start of proceedings at 3pm, Speaker Agha Siraj Durrani warned all provincial ministers and
lawmakers not to bring unregistered vehicles on the assembly premises.
He said it was brought to his knowledge that some MPAs brought unregistered vehicles with tinted
glasses and the people accompanying them were found roaming in the assembly lobbies.
He said he had directed the assembly staff that if they found any unconcerned person roaming around in
the assembly galleries the services of the member of the staff would be terminated as there could be no
compromise on the security of the house.
(By Habib Khan Ghori Dawn 17, 25/04/2017)

Sindh government wants compensation for water supply shortfall
The Sindh government has decided to file a compensation case with the federal
government against the shortfall of water supplied to Sindh since 1991 when the
water accord was signed between the four provinces of Pakistan. This was decided
during a meeting presided over by Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah at CM House to
discuss the agenda of the Council of Common Interests [CCI] meeting that is due to
be held in Islamabad today [Tuesday].
The chief minister said Sindh has been receiving less water than the agreed share under the accord of
1991. As a result, the people of Sindh, particularly the farmers, have suffered a huge loss.
Punjab stealing Sindh’s share of water: farmers
Advertisement
He directed the irrigation department to work out the details of the water received from 1991 to 2017 and
calculate the shortfall so that a case could be presented during the CCI meeting. The chief minister also
said the federal government was reluctant to hand over the Employees Old Age Benefit [EOBI] and
Workers Welfare Board to the provincial governments. The Federal Board of Revenue was still recovering
the Workers Welfare Fund, which was illegal and against the spirit of the 18th Constitutional Amendment,
he said.

The chief minister, accompanied by Sindh Chief Secretary Rizwan Memon, flew to Islamabad to attend
the CCI meeting.
(By Hafeez Tunio The Express Tribune 15, 02/05/2017)
National Water Policy
QUITE possibly one of the most important agenda items on the last meeting of the Council of Common
Interests, the National Water Policy was not taken up due to lack of time.The policy acknowledges for the
first time that water is a finite resource and Pakistan has to learn to at least recover the costs of the
irrigation system from water charges. Sadly, the fact that the meeting never came around to discussing it
indicates the level of priority the government attaches to its own policy formulations. Achieving full
financial self-sufficiency in water is going to be a challenging task in the best of times though, since the
power of the vested interests that stands in the way is considerable. One recalls the fate of the telemetry
system, installed around a decade ago, whose purpose was simply to measure the water flows in the
system. It had to be dismantled within a short time due to pressure from a powerful feudal lobby which
preferred to use its leverage to generate its own figures on how much water was flowing through which
canal system at any given time.
The more interesting ingredient in the new policy is where it calls for trans-boundary cooperation in
watershed management. The Indus Waters Treaty has performed admirably in channelling the water
disputes between India and Pakistan, but its framework is now coming under growing pressure. One new
area of concern that the treaty does not cover is the sharing and management of underground aquifers,
as well as the sharing of real-time water-flow information, particularly in low-flood months. Large
underground aquifers connect India and Pakistan, but there is no regime to regulate extraction on either
side. This creates a built-in disincentive against developing such a regime by any one country since
unregulated extraction by the other will give the latter an advantage.
Both countries need to work together to better manage their common underground water resources. The
same goes for stream-flow data, as well as the sharing of meteorological data that can better enable
weather forecasts and help provide superior flood warning.
Nature does not heed the boundaries that divide us. In order to meet the challenges posed by a changing
hydrology, whether related to climate change, surface water flows, or underground aquifers, India and
Pakistan have no option but to find a way to cooperate with one another.
(Dawn 08, 04/05/2017)
I will complete K-IV project even if I have to steal funds: Sindh CM
The News Education Expo 17
Inaugurates two-day event; congratulates organisers for helping students make
better decisions about their future
KARACHI: Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah here on Saturday assured the people of Karachi that
Sharae Faisal, the Natha Khan Underpass, University Road and various other uplift schemes would be
completed by the end of the next month.
On the subject of the K-IV water project, he said the scheme would be completed soon and its second
phase would be started before the end of his government‘s tenure. He agreed with a journalist that the
federal government was not releasing funds for the projects the Centre had started on its own or in
collaboration with the provincial government, such as LBOD and K-IV. ―I shall complete K-IV and some
other mega projects even if I have to steal funds [from other projects].‖
(By Zeeshan Azmat The News 01, 07/05/2017)
Karachi’s water being stolen for those living outside city: mayor

City Mayor Waseem Akhtar has said that the water share allocated for Karachi was being 'stolen' and the
K-IV project, which was supposed to provide relief to Karachiites, was benefiting people living outside the
metropolis.
―The daily demand for Karachi is 1,100 millions of gallons per day (mgd), but the city hardly gets
420mgd,‖ he said in a statement issued on Tuesday.
Akhtar urged the Sindh chief minister to take notice of the crippling water crisis in the city and take
immediate steps to ensure uninterrupted water supply to Karachi.
The mayor said since the provincial government was administering running the Karachi Water and Supply
Board (KWSB), it should stop this water theft in Karachi.
He said the 420 mgd water being provided to Karachi was untreated and it caused immense danger to
people‘s health.
The mayor said 585 mgd water was being supplied from Keenjhar lake but 70 mgd of it was stolen to fulfil
agricultural needs. ―Low-capacity machines in Dhabeji further decrease this supply.‖
He said KWSB officers were selling water after stealing it from the bulk water supply and the distribution
system.
Referring to the World Health Organisation‘s report that expressed concerns on the supply of untreated
water to Karachi, he said 20 to 30-years-old treatment plants being used for the water treatment should
be replaced immediately.
The mayor said the KWSB officers held each other responsible for the water theft during the meetings but
none of them was serious to fix the system. "We will not allow anyone to steal the city‘s water and will
take every measure to end the persisting water crisis.‖
(The News 13, 10/05/2017)
Judicial commission orders testing of water supplied to citizens in Sindh
The judicial commission ordered on Saturday testing of the quality of water being supplied to people in
public places from various water sources across the province.
Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro of the Sindh High Court [SHC] gave this direction
while heading a Supreme Court-appointed [SC] commission to investigate the
provincial authorities‘ failure to provide potable water and maintain sanitation
conditions in Sindh.
In order to check the quality of drinking water being provided to the people of Sindh from various sources,
including rivers, canals, reverse osmosis plants and water supply schemes, the commission directed Dr
Ghulam Murtaza, a member of the task force, to take water samples at his convenience from all such
resources and public places, such as hospitals and schools, for testing. He was directed to submit a
report to the commission within a month.
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Judicial commission submits report after six-week-long fact-finding mission
The deputy attorney general assured the commission that he will submit a report on whether or not the
Rangers were patrolling the designated area of the Malir River in compliance with the commission‘s May
5 order. The patrolling was to halt the illegal lifting of sand from the riverbed.
Commission unhappy with KWSB

Justice Kalhoro observed that the managing director and deputy managing director of the Karachi Water
and Sewerage Board [KWSB] have not been able to satisfy the commission as to why the Treatment
Plant-I and II had not been made functional in compliance with the SC‘s March 16 order.
They claimed the quantity of chlorinated water supplied has been increased from 250 million gallons per
day [MGD] to 330 MGD.
However, they admitted that the chlorinated water is mixed with the remaining water before it is supplied
to people. They maintained that the rehabilitation process at all filtration plants was in full swing, adding
that within a short span of time they will be able to achieve complete chlorination and filtration of water.
The commission directed the KWSB managing director to submit a report regarding the mode of obtaining
water from the hydrants.
He was also directed to submit a report as to why the recommendations of the commission, in respect to
laying a new water distribution system and revamping the old one, have not been complied with.
Judicial commission to probe water scarcity
A chief engineer of KWSB‘s KD-Civil-II moved an application to provide security to protect the board‘s
reserved land at the high service reservoir on main Karsaz Road. The commission issued a notice to the
provincial advocate general to file a report in this regard by June 3.
Earlier, the federal secretary for planning and development, Shoaib Siddiqui, informed the court that a
meeting of all the stakeholders was held on May 11 to re-consider construction work on the Right Bank
Outfall Drain, the development of the S-III project and implementation of a proposal to install five effluent
treatment plants in Karachi. However, he said, the final decision could not be taken. He assured that
within two weeks some tangible progress will be made on these issues and a report will be filed to the
commission.
The secretary said that deliberations on the K-IV project, to provide additional water to Karachi, had taken
place between the prime minister and chief minister. The project is likely to be constructed very soon, he
maintained. Since he did not file a report in writing nor did he file the minutes of the meeting, the
commission directed him to submit the same within three days, so that further orders can be passed.
Verifying claims: Judicial commission inspects water supply, drainage disposal stations
The provincial chief secretary said that the timeline given by the SC for implementation on the apex
court‘s directions had been complied with, adding that only the requisite notifications to give them effect
had to be issued. He sought three-days‘ time to file a compliance report along with requisite notifications.
The chairperson of the task force said the proposal made by Kalri Baghar Aijaz Executive Engineer
Ahmed Qureshi, regarding treatment of the industrial effluent at Darya Khan pumping station, has been
found feasible and can be executed within 20 weeks, provided the funds are made available by the Water
and Sanitation Authority (WASA) Hyderabad. The authority‘s managing director sought time to apprise
the commission about when he will execute the said proposal.
The provincial health secretary filed a report stating that incinerators had not yet been installed at the
public hospitals. However, he confirmed that the process for the same was in place and will be finalised
soon.
Regarding the private hospitals and laboratories, he assured that steps will be taken to ensure the
Hospital Waste Management Rules, 2014 are being followed. In order to check compliance of the rules,
the secretary said he will constitute a committee with a mandate to inspect periodically all such
laboratories and hospitals and submit reports.
(The Express Tribune 13, 21/05/2017)

PPP-SB protests suspension of water to Bhutto residence

Activists of Pakistan Peoples Party – Shaheed Bhutto (PPP-SB) staged protests at Karachi Press Club
and in Larkana on Sunday against the stoppage of water supply to Clifton 70, the
residence of Pakistan Peoples Party‘s (PPP) founder, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto.
The activists in Karachi shouted slogans against PPP Co-Chairperson Asif Ali Zardari
and Local Government Minister Jam Khan Shoro. PPP-SB‘s central leader, Khawaja
Hussain, said that it is the house of Bhutto alone that has been deprived of water
supply.
―Only the water supply of Clifton 70 and 71 has been stopped while all the other houses in the area,
including Bilawal House, are getting water,‖ he said, adding that Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
(KWSB) did not respond to their repeated complaints.
Acute water shortage expected from next week in Sindh
Advertisement
Earlier, he said, the residents of Neelum Colony also used to get water from the house. If their water
supply is not resumed, we would arrange a sit-in at KWSB‘s office and Shoro‘s residence, he warned,
adding that the protest could be spread across the province.
He also pointed out that water supply to other areas of the city, such as New Karachi, Malir, Golimar and
Nazimabad among others, has been deliberately stopped. Those who sought votes from the public in the
name of Bhutto have deprived them of electricity, water and gas, he said.
Meanwhile, KWSB Managing Director Hashim Raza Zaidi was not available for comments.
(By Oonib Azam The Express Tribune 14, 22/05/2017)
High presence of antibiotic resistant bacterium detected in water
A research on microbes found in water of Hyderabad and Jamshoro has unearthed an alarming public
health risk pertaining to unresponsive medical treatment or slow health recovery. A considerably high
presence of antibiotic resistant bacterium has been detected in the surface,
underground and tap water of the two cities.
For the people who suffer from infectious diseases or those with low immunity, the
disclosure seems to portend some serious health risks. ―These micro-organisms
threaten the communities with new strains of infectious diseases that are difficult to
cure,‖ said Asad Ali Laghari, a final year Master‘s of Science student at US-Pakistan Centre for Advanced
Studies in Water (USPCASW) at Mehran University of Engineering and Technology. ―I believe the
situation won‘t be different in other parts of Sindh and even in Pakistan owing to the same poor standards
of water management.‖
Laghari shared findings of his research at the two-day ‗1st Young Researchers National Conference on
Water and Environment‘,
which commenced on Monday at USPCASW, Jamshoro. He was the first student to have been given the
opportunity to present his research among 52 researchers who read their papers during the two-day
event.
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‘95% schools along Sindh coastline do not have drinking water facility’
Antibiotics are an antimicrobial drug that kill or inhibit growth of bacterial infections. But their inappropriate
use is known to lead to the emergence of resistant organisms.
According to Laghari, whose research has been supervised by environmental scientist Prof Dr Rasool
Bux Mahar, 62 samples of surface, subsoil and filtered tap water were collected from Hyderabad and

Jamshoro for analysis. In a horde of bacterium, the researcher found seven common ones such as E
Coli, Shigella, Staphylococcus Aures, Vibrio and Pseudomonas, which infect humans with a range of
infections, including the fatal ones.
―In the lab tests, I applied 16 different and commonly prescribed antibiotics on each of the pathogen,‖ he
said. ―What surprised us was that a majority of the bacterium resisted these drugs [that] are meant to kill
them.‖ Among the seven bacteria, Pseudomonas and Vibrio survived 12 antibiotics, Shigella and E Coli
10 each and Entercococci nine, he added.
Sustainable Development Goals: Safe drinking water target out of reach: experts
Most of these strains affect the tract that involves stomach and intestines. But they also infect open
wounds and can cause septicaemia – blood infection.
Release of untreated municipal and industrial waste water, improper filtration by means of chlorination
and faulty water supply system in urban areas have been identified as the sources of such bacterial
spread. ―But the major reason for the microbial resistance is the consumption of antibiotics itself,‖ Laghari
said, citing foreign researches. ―These antibiotics … are producing antimicrobial resistant genes and
bacteria, which have caused greater risk to the health of humans and animals.‖
He explained that the human and animal bodies release up to 70% of a consumed medicine through
urine and defecation. And these drugs reach the microbes through the unbridled, as well as unlawful,
practice of releasing municipal and industrial waste water in rivers and canals.
For the researcher, the remedy lies in the sparing prescription of antibiotics and by bringing a complete
end to discharging untreated waste water in rivers and canals.
Plenary session
Prof Dr Rasool Bux Mahar, the centre‘s director, informed at the inaugural session that as many as 105
abstracts and 72 detailed research papers were submitted for the conference. Finally, only 52 research
papers and 11 posters were selected for presentation.
PSQCA seals three bottled water plants over quality issues
MUET Vice-Chancellor Dr Mohammad Aslam Uqaili said the newly established centre aims to produce
250 scholars who will contribute to extensive research on water issues. The centre is providing free
Master‘s of Science and Masters of Engineering Education along with Rs15,000 monthly stipend to the
students. Currently, 80 students are enrolled in two separate batches.
During the session, urban planner and architect Arif Hassan delivered a talk on ‗urbanisation trends and
their environmental repercussions‘, especially on water supply.
Nadeem Ahmad, the manager of policy and advocacy of Water Aid Pakistan, gave a presentation on
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and water.
Researchers from Karachi University, Peshawar University, Sindh University, MUET, National University
of Science and Technology, Islamabad, Sindh Agriculture University and Federal Urdu University of Arts,
Science and Technology, Karachi, also read their papers.
Heavy metallic concentration in water
A research conducted by Maheen Saeed of USPCASW found high concentration of lead, copper and zinc
in Indus River near Kotri Barrage. ―… concentration in water were higher than WHO‘s permissible limits,‖
the study noted. Other metals such as cadmium,
iron and manganese were also found beyond the health standards mainly during the non-monsoon
period, which lasts for a long part of a year.
50 sick after drinking water from stream
Hydel generation

Research conducted by Rubab Saher of USPCASW challenged the theory that Sindh‘s plain terrain is illsuited for the hydel power production unlike the northern parts of Pakistan where dams have been built.
She claimed of evaluating 3.2 megawatt (MW) generation capacity at just one point of Nara canal, which
springs from Sukkur barrage.
NOx and CO2 emissions
As the government plans to increase manifold the coal power generation capacity of an existing plant
near Jamshoro to 1,320 MW, a study has found already existing high level of nitrogen oxide (NOx) and
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Kaleemullah Shaikh of USPCASW applied air dispersion model to
assess the ground level concentration of NOx and CO2 in 50 kilometres radius.
Water in MUET
Meanwhile, two separate researches revealed that despite being a technological hub, the faculty, staff
and students at MUET are being supplied impure drinking water. Findings of Azizullah Gabol, who
checked heavy metals like chromium, zinc, copper and iron from the KB Feeder Canal to the end
distribution point in the varsity, found a high concentration of the latter.
Antibiotic-free meat gets a foothold in US
Another study assessed the physical parameters, including temperature, turbidity, electrical conductivity,
total dissolved solids, dissolved oxygen and pH level of water. ―The current water treatment system
doesn‘t offer adequate disinfection,‖ the study concluded.
(By Z Ali The Express Tribune 15, 24/05/2017)

DHA residents protest water shortage
Holding placards inscribed with different messages along with a picture of a big black tap and just one
drop of water falling from it, the residents of various phases of Defence Housing Authority gathered
outside the heavily guarded offices of the Cantonment Board Clifton (CBC) at Khayaban-i-Rahat on
Thursday to protest severe water shortage.
Mohammad Najeeb Wali, a resident of DHA Phase Four, and himself a former CBC vice president, said
that he came with the other residents to raise his voice on the issue of water scarcity in DHA and demand
its equal distribution through the pipelines. ―Sale of water is not on. We want it from the pipelines in our
water tanks, the way it is supposed to reach us,‖ he said.
―The president of Pakistan, the chairman of Senate and the chief minister of Sindh are all DHA residents
yet this is where we face the severest water shortage. If they can‘t intervene and fix the water problem
here, please tell us how they can solve the country and the province‘s problems?‖ he asked. ―I request
the corps commander of Karachi to kindly intervene in this matter, because all else seems to have failed,‖
he said.
Agitated further by CBC‘s response to the protesters by calling in additional security in the form of three
police mobile vans and the chained gates with cement blockades placed at the front while the private
guards kept an eye on the protesters from the inside, the DHA resident got hold of a megaphone and said
that they were all peaceful citizens and not a rowdy crowd that would hurl stones at them.
―Kindly solve our issue of water shortage and we will place garlands around your neck and send you
letters of thanks. But if you don‘t care, we give you a 15-day ultimatum after which we will hold a press
conference where all your misdeeds will be shared with the public,‖ he warned, while adding that he
expected the CBC to make public how much tax they collected and share with the residents the minutes
of their board meetings.
―We also want a private auditor to be brought into the picture to look at where all the money is going,‖ he
said.

Another protester, Anwar Haider, resident of Phase Five, said that they paid their property taxes, which
included water charges, yet they were charged money for CBC tankers. ―I want to know on what basis do
we, the taxpayers, have to also pay Rs500 for each tanker that the CBC or DHA sends,‖ he said.
Mohammad Sohail from Phase Two extension said that the CBC had announced around four months
back the setting up of at least four reverse osmosis (RO) plants near their hydrants. ―What happened to
those RO plants? They could have solved many of our water woes but there has been no mention of
them recently,‖ he asked.
Gul Jafri, a resident of Phase Six, said: ―I often wonder where all the water goes. They get so much water
from the Water Board. But once it enters DHA, it just evaporates or what? How come none of us gets
water? How come we all have to buy water?‖ she asked.
No one from the CBC was available to speak to the media.
(By Shazia Hasan Dawn 17, 26/05/2017)

One month on, Scheme 33 residents still have no water
The residents of Scheme 33 are facing a tough time even in Ramazan, as the housing societies in the
area have been deprived of water for the last month because of ongoing road
construction.
Ever since the construction of the road leading towards Kiran Hospital began, water
supply to the society has been halted, leaving the people in misery. ―We do not even
have water to make wuzu,‖ said Kashif, a resident of Zehra Nagar Society of Scheme 33.
Initially, he said, they were told by the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) authorities that they
were laying new a water line, which is why the water supply was apparently halted. ―However, the water
line has been laid now and we are still deprived of water,‖ he complained.
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‘41% of Karachi has no water pipelines’
Kashif claimed that the valve man of the area is asking for Rs500 to reconnect their valves to the new
waterline. ―There are 106 houses alone in Block A of Zehra Nagar Society,‖ he said, adding that the other
blocks have many more houses.
Even the alMuslim and Rizwan societies in the same scheme are deprived of water. Athar, a resident of
alMuslim Society told The Express Tribune that it has been more than a month since they have not
received water at their houses. Taking advantage of the situation, the tanker mafia is minting money, he
added. ―Initially, the society used to get water tankers costing Rs1,200 but now they charge Rs2,200 per
house,‖ he said.
―The KWSB should at least think about the fact that it is Ramazan,‖ he said, adding that it has been
weeks since the new water line has been laid but they have not been provided water connections
deliberately, so that the utility provider can take bribes.
On contact, the KWSB spokesperson said that if a new connection is internal, then the society will have to
pay some money.
Meanwhile superintendent engineer of the KWSB, Ghulam Qadir Abbas, said the valve man is not taking
bribes. He claimed that each resident has to pay a certain sum for the connection of service lines, which
is a universal law.
(The Express Tribune 14, 05/06/2017)

MPAs criticise govt for lack of safe drinking water in Sindh
The issue of the provision of safe drinking water dominated the Sindh Assembly proceedings on Monday
as members took up the issue and asked the government to take drastic measures to
ensure its provision.
―The budget is being increased in every sector yet people living in Sindh have no
potable water,‖ accused Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) MPA Khurrum Sher Zaman in
his budget speech.
Zaman said taxes are being increased with each passing day but people have no tap water. He said that
Karachi is the provincial capital and economic hub of Pakistan but provincial government has neglected it,
allocating only Rs12 billion for the city, which is less than other divisions. ―It looks like Karachi city is not
on the government‘s priority list,‖ he remarked. ―Government ministers laud their government‘s efforts but
no one cares that people of 13 districts of Sindh are deprived of potable water,‖ criticised the PTI MPA.
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Opposition continues protest against non-provision of development funds in Sindh Assembly
He accused the Sindh government of violating rules of merit in government jobs and being responsible for
the declining education standard in the province. ―Degrees are being sold in the market. The incumbent
government has done nothing in the last nine years.
I fail to understand why the National Accountability Bureau is not taking action against them,‖ he said.
Shafi Jamote of the Pakistan Muslim League – Nawaz (PML-N) drew the attention of the House towards
Manchar Lake, one of the largest lakes in Asia, and asked the government to revive it. ―It has turned into
a poisonous lake where people living on its edges cannot even drink water,‖ he said, adding that the
government has allocated an amount for a colony for fishermen but must also consider preserving
fishermen‘s livelihood. Jamote, who belongs to the Ibrahim Hyderi area of Karachi, asked the provincial
government to take action against the mafia involved in lifting sand and gravel from Malir. ―Section 144
has been imposed against the lifting of gravel but nothing is being done,‖ he accused.
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) MPA Sharmila Faruqi appreciated the Sindh government for allocating
27% budget for education and said that opposition members just want to criticise the government. ―In this
budget Rs6.5 billion has been allocated for lady health workers, which is a good omen,‖ she said, adding
that the Muttahida Qaumi Movement and its mayor are making a fuss over funds for Karachi.
Teachers protest outside Sindh Assembly on budget day
―I want to inform them [the MQM] that Karachi is dear to us and we have allocated around Rs70 billion for
it. They are afraid because the PPP is working for masses in Karachi,‖ she said, adding that the K-IV
project will meet the water requirements of the citizens.
MQM‘s Mohammad Zubair said development work has been started in selected areas, especially in PPP
constituencies.
―Hyderabad is located on the bank of the Indus River but its water is not drinkable. We have been making
hue and cry about this on this very floor but government has turned a blind eye to our concerns,‖ he
accused.
PPP leader Manzoor Wasan said that the MQM and PML-Functional are criticising the PPP government
now but they had looted and plundered public funds during former president General (retd) Pervez
Musharraf‘s tenure. ―They have set a precedent of corruption but now consider themselves holy cows,‖
Wasan said, adding that PML-F workers and local leaders have made the lives of people miserable in

Khairpur Mir district where they are extort money from oil companies exploring gas and oil fields in the
area.
―They have encroached upon most of the forest department land,‖ he claimed.
PPP‘s Murtaza Baloch, who won the by-election from Malir, appreciated the government for creating
49,000 jobs in the budget and said that PPP would sweep the upcoming election in entire country.
Sindh Assembly adopts resolution against Imran Khan
PTI MPA Dr Seema Zia raised the issue of women harassment at work places and requested the chief
minister and other concerned authorities to take notice of it. ―A bill against women harassment has been
presented in all assemblies except Sindh, so the government should consider [passing one],‖ she said.
Dr Zia said people living in Karachi cannot vote for those people who only become active for photo
sessions. ―Recently, the government inaugurated the newly renovated Tariq Road from where it
misappropriated huge sums of money by using substandard material,‖ she accused, adding that no street
in Karachi is free of garbage but government is unwilling to give power to the mayor.
Minister for Planning and Development Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani acknowledged the opposition members‘
grievances about the water crisis and said, ―We are remodeling drinking water lines and funding has been
allocated for the same in the upcoming budget‖.
(The Express Tribune 13, 13/06/2017)
Mayor asks govt to solve city’s water problem
Mayor of Karachi Wasim Akhtar said on Wednesday that the city was passing through a water crisis, and
asked the Sindh government to control the hydrant and tanker mafias and ensure equitable water
distribution across the metropolis.
―I request the government to take notice of this situation and take measures ensuring that no area is left
devoid of sufficient water supply,‖ said the mayor during his visit to New Karachi‘s Allahwali locality and
Yousuf Goth.
The mayor was reviewing the operation of water supply through tankers in the two neighbourhoods.
―The effective water distribution and supply system in the city could be made possible by controlling
hydrant and tanker mafias,‖ he said, requesting Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah to call a meeting of
the authorities concerned to solve the persistent water problem on a priority basis.
He expressed these views while talking to media representatives after provision of water to residents of
New Karachi Allahwali and Yousuf Goth through water tankers.
During his visit residents of the area requested the mayor to ensure effective supply of water.
Officials in the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation [KMC] said following receiving such complaints Mr
Akhtar contacted the officers in the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board and asked them to supply water
to Yousuf Goth.
Officials in the KMC said the KWSB gave assurance to the mayor for providing water in the area on a
preferential basis. However, to fulfil the needs of the area on an immediate basis, they started emergency
water tanker service for the poor people dominating the impoverished localities that could not afford to
buy water.
Mayor Akhtar, however, said water supply did not fall in his domain, yet he considered problems of any
part of Karachi as his own problem, thus, he used his offices for the resolution of the issue.

(Dawn 18, 15/06/2017)
Commission comes down hard on KWSB for unregulated hydrants
A judicial commission-appointed by the Supreme Court to implement its orders on water, sanitation,
environment and associated issues directed on Saturday the Sindh government to
legislate for the regulation of hydrants and distribution of the water.
Justice Muhammad Iqbal Kalhoro, the Sindh High Court judge who heads the one-man
commission, passed this direction after the chairperson of the commission-appointed
task force informed the court about the wrongdoings at hydrants in the city.
―Water hydrants are not being run quite methodically. There is a dearth of rules and regulations, which
leads to arbitrary decision-making that often results in mismanagement and bad practices,‖ the report
submitted by the task force chairperson read.
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The commission observed that the report was ‗obviously‘ alarming as it demonstrated that supply from
these hydrants was like a blind alley. It added that there were no exact figures about the supply from the
hydrants nor were any standard operating procedures being followed in the current mechanism.
Judiciary to adopt zero tolerance policy against corruption
The whole process is dependent on the discretion of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB)
management, which has resulted in mismanagement, malpractice and is giving rise to ‗hand-made
scarcity‘ of drinking water for the people of this city of over 20 million, it remarked.
Justice Kalhoro expressed his dissatisfaction with the performance of the provincial government on the
matter. He said that this issue has been recurring for the past 15 years and the government has not done
anything to stop it and save people from being robbed of their basic right.
On the subject of water tankers, the judicial commission observed that they had been operating for the
past 16 years unchecked by the authorities and ungoverned by any rules. The court added that the
government and authorities were apparently not making any efforts to bring about a change in the
system. The commission also observed that people should be given water through water taps in their
homes rather than through illegal and expensive water tankers.
The provincial advocate-general told the court that the provincial government had almost completed its
process to regulate the hydrants from where these tankers draw water and soon everything will be under
the legal net.
Judicial commission orders testing of water supplied to citizens in Sindh
Justice Kalhoro warned that if the concerned authorities did not act in accordance with the Supreme
Court directions on the subject and within the stipulated time, notices to all respondents will be issued.
Treatment plants
On the matter of the rehabilitation of the water filtration and sewerage treatment plants TP-I and TP-III,
the commission said that the committee, comprising of Local Government Secretary Ramzan Awan,
KWSB Managing Director Hashim Raza Zaidi and others, failed to do the job.
Neither were the above-mentioned treatment plants made functional nor were the water filtration plant
and laboratory in Gharo rehabilitated, it observed. Such failure on the part of the concerned officials is
tantamount to violation of the court‘s orders, said the commission.

On the issue of the Right Bank Outfall Drain-II, Justice Kalhoro said that it appears that the federal and
provincial governments have still not been able to sort out their differences over starting the construction
on remaining part of the canal.
Judiciary, prosecution at tail-end of budgetary allocations of Sindh
He directed the provincial advocate-general and additional attorney-general to apprise the court on the
next hearing as to why the commission should not pass an order to start the remaining work immediately.
Meanwhile, the Sindh Industrial Trading Estate managing director informed the court that out of 450
samples of effluent from factories, the reports of 117 had been obtained and of those only 15 were found
fit for the environment. He said that the factories found to be involved in releasing toxic effluent and
damaging the environment were issued notices.
High-rise buildings
The commission dismissed an application filed by the Association of Builders and Developers pleading to
lift the ban on the construction of high-rise and multi-storey buildings in the city, observing that it was not
maintainable.
The association had informed the court that the Sindh Building Control Authority had, in compliance with
the apex court‘s directives, imposed a ban on the construction of buildings beyond ground plus two floors.
Water, sanitation given due attention in budget
It had argued that there was no law restricting construction of high-rise projects. It had also maintained
that the multi-storey and high-rise buildings were not causing water-related problems. The commission
was informed that the ban was hampering commercial activities, as the builders and developers were
suffering huge financial losses.
After listening to the arguments, the judge observed the applicants failed to demonstrate that the
commission has the mandate or power to alter the course of the SC‘s direction.
The commission also heard a matter relating to the Sindh Environment Protection Agency, Solid Waste
Management Board and others. It, however, observed that in nearly all the matters the concerned officials
have not complied with the court‘s directions.
Therefore, it added, they have been issued show-cause notices to explain why not proceedings of wilful
contempt of court should not be initiated against them.
The hearing was adjourned till July 1.
(By Zubair Ashraf The Express Tribune 13, 18/06/2017)
Karachi residents to face water shortage for two days
The entire city will be affected with a shortage of water for more than 48 hours, as a pipeline measuring
72 inches in diameter connected to the Dhabeji pumping station burst during the wee
hours of Tuesday.
According to Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) spokesperson, the dent in
the city‘s water supply is caused due to the fluctuation in K-Electric‘s feeder that
resulted in creating a surge in the huge pipeline at around 1:30am. The 72-inch
pipeline provides 55MGD water to Karachi and is considered as one of its 10 main
pipelines connected to Dhabeji pumping station.
Abdul Rehman Shaikh, the superintendent engineer of bulk water supply told The Express Tribune,
―Around 150 million gallons of water (MGD) will be lost because of the bursting of the water pipeline‖.
Currently, the water being supplied to Karachi after the bursting of pipeline is only 450MGD, even though
the demand is as high as 1,100MGD in the metropolis.
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‘Sindh is suffering from more than 50% water shortage’
The technical team of KWSB, along with heavy machinery, was sent to the affected area after the pipline
burst. ―The repair work was initiated at 8 am on Tuesday morning. The repair work can last up to 24
hours, whereas another 24 to 36 hours will be required for charging the line,‖ Shaikh told to The Express
Tribune.
Speaking to The Express Tribune, KWSB Managing Director Hashim Raza Zaidi expressed concern over
the electricity suspensions or fluctuations experienced at Dhabeji and other pumping stations. According
to him, the line was laid in 1972 and gets affected on a continuous basis at weak points due to back
pressure of water caused by sudden disruption at the pumping stations that pump water to 4-bay, the
highest point from where the water goes by its gravity.
Sindh lends 23,000 cusecs water to Balochistan
However, Zaidi claimed the water supply will be managed and no particular areas of the city will get
affected with the shortage of water caused due to the burst of water pipeline. The distribution will be
managed accordingly, as nine other pipelines have been supplying water to Karachi, he added.
K-Electric refuses to take the blame
―Blaming K-Electric for the bursting of water supply line is incorrect,‖ said Sadia Dada, the power utility‘s
communications director.
However, she admitted that due to unforeseen reasons, power supply to Dhabeji pumping station was
affected during the wee hours of Tuesday.
She clarified that the pumping station is exempted from load-shedding and a team of technicians have
been appointed by K-Electric to overcome any fault in the area because the power utility believes that
water is an important utility.
(By Mudaser Kazi The Express Tribune 13, 21/06/2017)
MPAs sign declaration to highlight water scarcity, hygiene issues
Several Sindh Assembly members representing various political parties signed a declaration on Friday to
establish a ‗water caucus‘ in the provincial legislature to ensure an allied approach to tackling water,
sanitation and hygiene (WASH) challenges in the province.
The declaration was signed at a seminar on improved water, sanitation and hygiene in Sindh. The event
was organised by a USAID-supported community mobilisation for water governance, health and hygiene
(CMHH) project implemented by HANDS.
Members of the Sindh Assembly, including Deputy Speaker Shehla Raza, Nusrat Saher Abbasi, Haji
Shafi Jamote, Arif Mohsin Bhatti, Dr Mohammad Rafique Banbhan, Faqeerdad Khoso, Dr Khatu Mal
Jeewan, Ghazala Siyal, Jam Madad Ali, Pir Mujeeb ul Haq, Eng. Pesu Mal Ukrani and Sorath Thebo,
signed the declaration.
It was agreed that the water caucus members would take up WASH concerns through institutional
structures of the assembly for supporting the development of a legal framework on water and sanitation.
Speaking on the occasion, minority MPA Eng. Pesu Mal Ukrani said clean drinking water was the prime
need of the people and the government had taken many initiatives to provide clean drinking water to
them.
MPA Jam Madad Ali said municipalities in Sindh were not properly maintaining water supply systems;
hence, there was need to look after these systems after their installation.

MPA Dr Mohammad Rafique Babhan said the people of Sindh had been deprived of clean drinking water,
which was a matter of grave concern. ―No water supply system across cities and towns of Sindh is
providing clean drinking water. There is dire need to install contamination-free water supply, besides
sanitation.‖
MPA Haji Shafi Jamote said almost all lakes in the province were heavily polluted, fishermen mostly used
that water as a result, and they were hit by various diseases. The discharge of sewage into the sea was
destroying fish life and needed to be stopped, he said, stressing the need to filter sewage before
discharging it into the sea.
Former minister education and PPP leader Pir Mazharul Haq said it was an irony that laws and policies
passed by the Sindh Assembly were not implemented in the province. Therefore, he said, it was the need
of the hour that those laws should be implemented.
USAID Deputy Mission Director Sindh and Balochistan Denise A Herbol expressed concern over the
deteriorating sanitation and water supply systems in Sindh and stressed the need to improve it on a
priority basis.
She said USAID was installing water supply systems in Jacobabad and the project was nearing
completion. It would provide great facility to the citizens of Jacobabad. She further said that clean
drinking water was essential for good health, and currently citizens in Jacobabad were getting unclean
drinking water through donkey-carts.
(The News 20, 24/06/2017)

MPAs join hands to tackle water, sanitation issues
Several members of the Sindh Assembly representing various political parties signed a declaration to
establish a water caucus in the assembly in order to ensure an allied approach to tackle water, sanitation
and hygiene (WASH) challenges in Sindh, it has emerged.
The declaration was signed at a seminar on improved water, sanitation and hygiene facilities in Sindh
organised by a USAID-supported project for community mobilisation for water governance, health and
hygiene being implemented by Health and Nutrition Development Society (HANDS).
MPAs who signed the declaration included Deputy Speaker Shehla Raza, Nusrat Saher Abbasi, Haji
Shafi Jamote, Arif Mohsin Bhatti, Dr Mohammed Rafique Banbhan, Faqeerdad Khoso, Dr Khatumal
Jeewan, Ghazala Siyal, Jam Madad Ali, Pir Mujeeb ul Haq, engineer Pesumal Ukrani and Sorath Thebo.
It was agreed that the caucus members would take up WASH concerns through institutional structures of
the assembly supporting development of legal framework on water and sanitation.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr Ukrani said that the Sindh government realised basic public needs and had
taken many initiatives to ensure provision of clean drinking water to the people.
Jam Madad Ali and Dr Rafique Banbhan, however, criticised the government saying that there were
serious gaps in the functioning of municipalities in Sindh and measures were needed for properly
maintaining and operating water supply system.
―No water supply system across Sindh is providing clean drinking water. All water bodies have become
heavily polluted, threatening fishermen‘s livelihood and life,‖ Haji Shafi Jamote said.
Continued discharge of sewage into the sea had not only declined fish catch, but also affected marine
biodiversity and now posed a serious risk to human health.

Former education minister and PPP leader Pir Mazharul Haq said that it was an irony that laws and
policies framed by Sindh Assembly were not implemented.
USAID deputy mission director of Sindh and Balochistan Denise A. Herbol highlighted efforts of her
organisation in the health sector and said water supply system was being installed in Jacobabad and the
project was nearing completion.
―Currently citizens in Jacobabad are getting drinking water through donkey-carts, which is not safe for
drinking,‖ she said.
Director of the Sindh municipal service delivery programme Iftikhar Kaimkhani said that municipal
infrastructure was being developed in six select towns affected by 2010 floods with USAID support.
The towns where work was under progress were Jacobabad, Qambar, Shahdadkot, Mehar, Khairpur
Nathan Shah and Johi.
Chief executive of HANDS Dr Shaikh Tanveer Ahmed, Mustafa Zaur, Nadeem Wagan, Nasir Panhwar
and Waheed Jamali also spoke.
(Dawn 18, 25/06/2017)
Piped water system has become dysfunctional in most towns of Sindh, says report
In most of Sindh‘s cities, the piped water supply system has become obsolete and dysfunctional due to
decay and lack of maintenance, according to a news report published by this
newspaper‘s website.
Sindh is the second largest province of Pakistan in population. Just under half of the
population is urban dwellers, mainly found in Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur,
Mirpurkhas, Nawabshah, Umerkot and Larkana. The status of water supply, sanitation and hygiene is
below satisfactory level.
According to a report, issues faced in respect to the water supply include irregular frequency, declining
institutional capacities of municipalities and line departments (to manage and maintain the systems), poor
quality (mixed with arsenic and other impurities), lack of awareness to recognise water as a service with a
cost factor associated with it, poor recovery of water bills, stress on the existing sources of water and swift
changes in the institutional arrangements.
Sindh Sanitation Strategy, prepared by the Government of Sindh, informs that 49 percent of households
have access to safe excreta disposal facilities. The situation analysis, done during the preparation of the
strategy, highlights many issues.
Unplanned development of settlements and houses therein, absence of scientifically prepared master
plans, encroachments on sewers and drains, poor sitting of market places, uneven street levels, defective
construction practices, absence of public toilets, absence of waste water treatment facilities, poor status
of solid waste management, menace of plastic bags, rise in livestock population inside urban centres,
blocking of drains due to unchecked dumping of solid waste management, political interference in the
working of line departments, absence of trained and manpower and lack of monitoring of schemes are
some of the core factors that impact the WASH scenario in the province.
The Sindh water commission in its report has noted recently that the people all over the province are not
being provided safe drinking water in accordance with the World Health Organisation‘s standards. The
commission was formed in December 2016 on the orders of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, comprising
Sindh High Court judge.
The commission, in its report forwarded to the apex court, has underscored the awful condition of water
supply and its sanitation in the province, pointing out mismanagement, incompetence and negligence on
part of authorities in ensuring the provision of safe drinking water to the people.

According to commission‘s report, there are 414 places in the province, where drainage water is disposed
into Indus River or its canals. It further states that people all over the province were not being provided
drinking water in accordance with the parameters set by the WHO.
(The News 19, 25/06/2017)

Karachiites yet to get water tankers at official rates
Despite the directions from Local Government Minister Jam Khan Shoro to provide the residents of
Karachi with water from Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) hydrants, no
resident has received water on government rates yet.
Water rates have been fixed by the KWSB as per the government‘s official rates of
Rs1,000 per 1,000 gallons of water, Rs1,300 for 2,000 gallons and Rs1,700 for 3,000
gallons.
However, residents have complained that they are unable to obtain water at government rates and have
been forced to purchase water from private tanker suppliers.
Advertisement
Ad
No water shortage in Karachi, claims KWSB head
According to a resident of North Karachi, Zain Ali, they have been informing the KWSB about the
shortage of water at their mosque for the past three days but no one from the water board has paid them
any heed. ―We are being forced to purchase a water bowser for Rs10,000,‖ he lamented, adding that if
they did not purchase the water, then residents of the area would not be able to perform ablutions and
offer Eid prayers today.
Arbab Khan, a resident of Korangi, complained that they have not been able to get any water, despite a
number of reminders sent to KWSB officials. The water board just says that their water bowsers are on
duty to supply water to the residents, he said.
On the other hand, Shoro, who is also the KWSB chairperson, has directed water board officials to
address the residents‘ complaints regarding water shortage and sewage on an emergency basis.
Only a month’s water left in Hub Dam for Karachi
During a meeting, it was decided that during the Eid holidays all water tankers will be sold at government
rates. The residents of districts West and Central will be supplied water from the Sakhi Hassan hydrant
and in this regard an official of KWSB, Riaz Qadri, can be reached at 03328053213.
Residents of District East can contact Shahbaz Bashir on 03118203942 and residents of District Korangi
can contact Tariq Shah on 03312435582. The residents of Malir and South can contact the focal person
of the Future Colony hydrant, Shahbaz at 03002532690, to get water tankers at government rates and in
case of complaints can contact the revenue department‘s deputy director of hydrants at 03337507873.
In case of any sewage-related complaints, residents can register their complaints by calling 99245138-40.
(The Express Tribune 14, 26/06/2017)

